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E

It is generally acknor+ledged that the history of psychoiogy, conceived
of in classical Victorian positÍvist

terms as'the history of psychology,

bears the urrnistakeable ímprint of E.G. Bori-ng. 0n1y recently have

some

hÍstorians of ps)¡clìology recognized that such a close identifícation of
the discipliners history with one historian provides psychology with
more than a

par

tial understanding of iCs history"

As scientists;

psychologists are attuned to a positivÍsÈ account of their hisloryo
have accepted this one uncritically.

no

and

Consequently, Boringts classic

A History of Experisrental Psychology has been perceived as normative,
and his positivist

philosophyo rvhether expre.ssed in terms of the Zeitgeist

or the Great Man theory of historical contínuity, has pervaded most
consíderations of psychology's past" Arguments v¡ere advanced in thís

thesis to support the contention that historians of psychology must explore
and justify

alternate ways of presenting alternate historical accounts

or their discipline.

The purpose of the sÈudy was to develo¡r such

an

alternate procedure that v¡ould permit historícal reconstructions in the
díscipline of scientífic psychology by formulating arguments from contextual
data gleaned from documents ruritten by professional psychologists.
The issue selected for exploratory reconstruction in this study r.ras the
comparative position of the r¡oi:d "intelligencett as a

cominon

parlance tern

in America in 1890, to chat of a concept used by professional American
psycl-rolcgists by 1920" Laf f alf s Contextual Associates Analysis '¡as

employed

to determine the definition of variahles. releyant to an investigation
of Lhis area. The variables is.olated

r\Tere

conceptual characterist.ics

of the sernantic field surrounding "íntelligence" as it appeared in
relevant professional documents- 0n the basis of these results,

and

of arguments contained in histories of psychology, hypotheses r¿ere advanced rvhich, after their investígation, provided evidence of Lhe procedurets

usefulness, Three assocÍated studies were also conducted for the purpose
cf exploring the us,.fulness of Laff,alrs instru¡nenË in hisLorical research,
It was found possible empirically [o rejecÈ, and faíl to reject, historical
arguments both developed and explored, ihrough access to a body of primary

data.
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Abstract

Histories of psychology have, up to the present, been largely narrative, and ímbued rvith a positivisÈ bias. Psychologíst.s have paid very
little

attention to,the application of their discipliners methodologícal

rigor to historical

considerations of psychology's past. The purpose of

this study \^7as to develop and demonstrate the usefulness of a procedure
which would permit historical

tific

reconstrucËÍons in the discípline of scien-

psychology by formulating arguments from data gleaned from docu-

ments written by professional psychologisËs. The comparative position of

the v¡ord intell-igence as a

common

parlance term ín Arnerica in 1890, to

that of a concept used by professional Amerícan psychorogists by L9zo,
was. selected for explorat.ory reconstruction. LaffaLrs ContextuaL Associates Analysis was employed to determine the definition of variables
relevant to an investigation of this area. The variables isolated were
conceptual characteristics of the semantic field surroundíng intelligence

as it appeared in relevant professional documents. On the basÍs of these
results, and of arguments contained in histories of psychology, hypotheses
were advanced which, after their investigation, provided evidence of the
procedure's usefulness. rt was found. possible empirically to reject,
and fail

to reject, historical arguments both developed and explored.,

through access to a body of original sources.
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Chapter

Reconstructing Accounts

of Psychology's

past

The purpose of thÍs study was to develop an alternative proced.ure for

use in historical

studies of psychologyts past. rt was projected that

such a procedure would permit historical

of scientific

reconstructions Ín Ëhe discípline

psychology by formulating arguments from contexÈual

daËa

gleaned from documents. The íssue selected for exploratory reconstruction
was the comparative position of the word íntelligence as a corrron par-

lance term in America in 1890, to that of its use as a concepE by professional American psychologists by J920. The study \,¡as conceived and conducted in order to lay challenge to some important, and currently held
assumptions in relation to the history of psychology:

a)

thar the history of the discípline is absolute-i.e.,
the discipline began at

b)

some

definable point

and.

rhat

has moved

contínuously and progressively ever since;
that psychology ts methodological rígor can make no significant

contributÍon to historical research (see young, 1966);
c)

that hístoriography-historícal

and

methodology-need only focus

on laying challenge to psychology's master hístorian, E.

G.

Boring.

rt is generally
conceived

acknowledged

that the hístory of

psychology,

of in classical Victorian positivist terms as Ëhe history of
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psychology, bears the unmistakeable imprint of E.G. Boring (Kelly,

1979). 0n1y recently have

some

hístorians of psychology (otDonnel1,

1978, L979; trnleimer, L974a; Lg74b; Blumenrhal, r975; Danziger, rgTg)
recogni-zed that such a close identificatiotl

of the discipline's history

wiLh one historian provides psychology with no more than a unidimen-

sional understanding of its history.
attuned to a positivist
one uncritically.

As scientists, psychologists are

account of cheir history, and have accepted this

consequently, Boríng's classic, A History of Ex-

perimental Psychology- (L929; rev, ed. 1950), has been perceÍved
normative, and his positivist

as

phílosophy, v¡hether expressed in terms of

the zeit.geist or the Great Man theory of historical continuity,
pervaded most considerations of psychologyrs past.

has

The image of the

discipliners history has been accepted as one of continuous progress,
with very líttle,

and then only cautionary attention, paíd to "dys-

functional" as opposed to "functj-onalt, aspects of its development
(Kelly, I976; Young, L966; Srocking, 1965).
The most stringent and comprehensive attack on this partícu1ar
image of psychologyts past came from young, a hístorian of science who,

while acknor,iledging Boring's primacy in the field of the history of
psychology, added

Nothing said here should be construed as diminishing the
sense of debt r¿hich every beginner in the history of
psychology o$/es to him fBoríng]: his co'tributíon is nonpareil. But Ít must be stressed that the worst way to repay
intellectual debts is to repeat the findings of oners
mentors raLher than exLending, amendíng, and deepening them
(Young, L966, p. 10).
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The most serious assaults by psychologists orr our "manífest history'r

have appeared only during the last fÍ-ve years. They are criËica1 of the

discípline's dependence on Boringrs history, but pay very little

at-

tention to the issue raised by Young in re]ation to historiography,
that is, to the r+ays Ín which our histories are wrlLten. o'Donnell
(I979) came closer to this matter than others when he advanced the argument that Boringrs llistory was influenced by his professional concerns

about the lesser status of experimental as opposed to applied psy-

chologísts ín Ameríca during the nineteen tr^¡enties.

irrhen speaking

of

Boring's interpretation of psychology's past, he said "the historiography of psychology has folloived Boring's lead" (o'Donnell, rgjg).

i^lith the exception of two recent general t"*t"-Ar

rrt.l l".trrrl

of Psychology (Robinson, L976), and The Persistent problems of

HÍ
psychol_ogy

(l'{accleod, L975), this would appear to be the case. There is little
evidence to be found Ín the periodical lÍterature of the last fifteen

years that the plea advanced by Stocking (f965) for less presentism in

historical studies has been heeded. Irrhíle some ferv psychologÍsthistorians have demonstrated a willingness to eschew the perception of
Boring's History as definitive
I(e1ly,

(e.g., Blumenthal, r975; Danziger, r979;

' none has paíd significant attention to a central aspecË of
Boringrs historiography-hÍs positivism. Perhaps this can be attributed
L979)

in part to the fact that, as Young (1966) pointed out, Ëhe history of
psychology is wriËten primarily by avocational, rather than professional,

historians.

As scientists, psychologísts are not expected to explore in

Intelligence
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depth such areas as philosophy of science, sociology of knolledge,

historical research procedures, etc.

By and large, they sti1l continue

to \{rite stories rather than explore issues; in Butterfieldts terms
(1963, p. 16) they are ínterested in "the past for the sake of the

presentrr-r¡hich explains the term "presentism. " But as young (1966)

arguedr"History, like science, is controversy, not story-telling."
Recognition of this point began to take effect in philosophy

and

hísÈory early in the twentieth century. The crassical victorian

positivism had repudiated metaphysics, i.e.,
regardíng the nature of reality,

speculative consideratíons

in favour of an adherance to observa-

tion and experience. A1l knowledge regarding matters of fact, it

had

been maintained, was based upon the "positive" clata of experíence.

This philosophical l¡edrock had led inevitably to an exposÍtory, rather
than a controversial,

stance in history; it was in these terms that

the histories written by late-Victorians r,/ere intelligible

to their

contemporary academic mainstream. This philosophy did not persi-st
among

historíans, but perhaps because of their scientifÍc operationism

and their avocational interest in history, iË has persisted amongst

psychologist-historians.

IronÍcally,

one of the factors which influenced

historians into moving away from historical positivism was the experimental evidence of índividuat differences in perception provided by

early scíentific psychology (e.g., see von Helmholtz, 1860; l,lertheimer,
1-912;

Lotze, 7852; Tirchener, 19lo).

psychologist-hisrorians,

hov/ever,

appear to have been blind to the knowledge generated by members of their

Intelligence

ov¡n

discipline.
Becker (1968, p. ff6) has argued that "of all the present-day

psychologists, perhaps it was E.G. Boríng who scorned philosophy most."
I

am

more inclined to argue that Boring strove to reject the idea that

metaphysics, rather than philosophy, had any usefuf part to play in

a

science of human behavÍour, aud that he rvas sympathetic to Mach's

experiential posiËivism, and rqholly committed to Bridgmanrs operational
positivism.

i^lhen

Boring ürrote the first

editíon of his History ín

L929,

psychology, as a dÍsciplíne, was stil1 trying very hard to demonstrate
and justify

its separation from the disciplines out of which it grew-

philosophy, medí-cine, and theology. To say Lhat Boring "scorned
philosophy" is to make a statement simílar to the equally inaccurate

claim that Watson (19f3) denied the existence of consciousness.
deníed conscíousness a place ín the scientific

Watson

discipline of psychology,

and he díd so because at that time psychology did not have the methodo-

logical tools for dealing ruith iÈ empirically.

Boring and Lratson ex-

cruded metaphysics and conscíousness respectively

from psychology's

domain because, in Boringrs words (1950, p. 6s4), "those problems are

not the psychologistts."

As orDonnell (1979) argued, wj-th a great deal

of convincing evidence, Boring was anxious, when he wrote his classic
History in 1929, to redress

r,¿hat he

perceived as an imbalance between

applied and experjmental psychologísts in America at that time. Since,
in Boring's words (1950, p. 656), operationism was then "a trend of the
tjmes," it can hardly be found surprising that his history both endorsed

Intelligence
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and reflected this trend.

What ís being challenged in this study is the

fact that present historians of psychology (r¿ith the exceptions noted
above) have failed both to recognize this posÍtÍvist

historiography, and to attempt to deal v/íth it.

bias Í-n Boringts

As young (1966) stated,

psychologists orve theír master historian more than uncritical

devotion.

Blumenthaf (1975), I^JeÍmer (L974a, L974b), Mackenzie (L972, Igl6),
and Danziger (L979) explicitly

acknowledged

the desirabilíty of mulriple

perceptions of an histori-cal episode, or of a general historical account.

But they illustrated

their arguments by appealing to a comparison of

different interpretations of the

same

historical

episode, and pointing

out that, in weimerls (r974a) terms, ttsomeonets account cannot be
çe¡¡sç¡rr-a regrettably positivist

declaratíon.

only English language journal in its fi.ld-Th"

If one examines the
Jo".r"l of th.

H

of the BehavÍoural sciencee-one finds that apart from an excellent
article by stocking durÍng the Journal's first
(1965), only one other

(Buss

year of publication

, 1977) has focussed on rhe historiography

of histories of psychology.
By the 1930's, historians had moved ínto a post-positivist

of perceptual relatívity

(Buss, rg77; young, 1966). They were no longer

convinced that any historical

a "truettstory.
comprehend

phase

investigation dealt with, or could develop,

rn Hughest \n'ords (1958, p. 16), they were.strivíng

the nertly recognized disparity between exËernal reality

to
and

the internal apprecíation of that reality. " The historical relativist
excluded the possibility

of any historical account being judged

as

Intelligence
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"rightt'orttr'Jrong."

An historical

may be found convincing

critical

reconstruction, it is now argued,

or unconvÍncÍng, and typicatly the focus of

attentíon is dírected to its components, and to the nature

and

persuasiveness of the arguments developed, rather than the perspective
adopted by the historian.

l^Ihen

this perspective, or bias, is critically

evaluated, or when the existence of murtiple perceptions of any his-

torical situatÍon is ignored (as in I^IeÍmer, L974a), the logic of the
evaluation leads inexorably to a verdict of "someonets wrong." r

am

suggesting that historians of psychology have stil1 to free themselves
from all the shackles of their historiographical mentor. rt ís not

Boringrs historical

account of psychotogyrs past that is "wrongr" but

historianst evaluations of his account on the basis of a righl-r.ùrong
dichotomy. such crit.ics have not yet shaken off the pervasive positívism of psychology ín general, and of the hisLorians of psychology
in particular (Robinson , L976, pp. 402-4Lr; young, L966; I^Iyatt, 196r) .
r do, however, agree with the arguments advanced by

l^Ieimer,

0tDonnell and others that historíans of psychology must explore

and

justify alternate rvays of presenting historical accounts of their discipline.

The Purpose of tire present study has been to develop one such

alternate procedure.

Alternate procedures in histories of psychology
As was indicated earlier,

the systematic development of alternate

procedures for reconstructing historical

accounts of psychology's past

Intelligence
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has been limited.

Blumenthal (1975) has done some interesting and much-

needed re-evaluations of Wundt, striving to rescue hi¡n from the -uni-

dimensíonal position of "the founder of experÍmental psychology" assigned
him rather repeatedly by Boring. The procedure adopted by Blumenthal
\,ras

to comPare selected statements about Wundt made by different his-

torians, one of

whom was

Boring. For the purpose of illustratíng

the

key issue of multiple perceptions of an historical

episod.e, such a pro-

cedure is impeccable. rt is, however, only a first

step in the atEempt

to re-examine the nature of Lrlundt's contribution to psychology; v¡hile
Blùmenthal r¿as able to demonstrate that the historians presented signi-

ficantly differing accounts, he concluded by evaluating Bori_ng in
particular, as weimer did, on the basis of a rÍght-\,/rong dichotomy.
logical corollary of relativist

The

hisLoricism, that no such positivist

conclusion can be atternpted, was Í_gnored. similar criticisms can

be

advanced rvith regard to artÍcles by Mackenzie (r974, rg77), weímer

(I974a, L974b), and Danziger (L979).
Three very interesting attempts to use quantitatlve methods in

Èhe

history of psychology have been pubrished by cardno (L962a, Lg62b,
1963). Young (1966) referred to them, rather patronizingly, as "odd,
but curÍously interesting.'t

The fact that young sa\^/ the application of

empÍrical rigor to historical investigation as having only very limited
usefulness no doubt. accounts for his dismissiveness. BuË as Cardno
(1963) pointed out, "The history of psychology abounds in succinct

judgrnents

they are Ímpressions, which though backed by more or
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less evidence are arrj-ved at by steps not always explícít. " rn each of
his three studíes, Cardno attempted to make explicit and systematic

some

of the grounds upon whÍch these judgments are based. There ís no evidence to indícate that other researchers have follorued Carclno's lead,
By and large, perhaps because they have paíd more attention to their

oT^rn

history (or perhaps because they have never had a m ajor figure like
Boring whose history Lhey were willing to accept as definitive),

sociologists rvho have produced

some

it is

very interesting studies in the

field (e.g., Ben-David & collins, L966; Merron, rg57, 1961). psychologists have not been eager to apply their methodological principles--as
Robinson (L976) says so acutely, their ovm metaphysic--to the impressÍon-

istic inferences which historians draw. And one area in which these
inferences abound is in relation to the movement of

common

parlance

words Ínto positions where they become formal psychological concepts.

"Intelligence" ín earlv American psycholog¿
The word Íntelligence is not the only common parlance term adopÈed

for professional use by psychologists. rt cou1d, in fact, be argued
that the preponderance of such terms has been, and is, a significant
handicap to ihe ease of unambiguous intra- and inter-disciplinary

cation.
the

communi-

The degree of atEention paíd Ín America to the naÈure and to

measuremenL

of intellígence, and the variety of attempls made to re-

concile its assumed nature with its measurement, was considerable. The ac_
cep tance

of intell igence testing of the armed forces during tr^Iorld War I by
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Congressional members testifies

to the importance accorded this pro-

cedure by powerful bodies in the united states.

rt was felt that

exploration of the use of the word intelligence in the early history of
scientific

psychology in America could provide some useful data and

some

interestj-ng historical arguments in an area r¿hich is now coming under
heavy attack in some American law courts (Opton, I9j9).

Louch (7966, pp. 54-59) has nicely illustrated

one of rhe factors

contributing to tire confusion that has frequently surrounded the use of
the word intelligence_. Like
of being

common

many words

r¡hich have the joint functíon

parlance terms as well as psychological concepts,

intelligence reflects both descríptíon of behaviour, and its appraisal.
"A quest.ion about intelligence could not ariser" Louch suggested,
t'unless some performances were prized; it thus becomes pointless
to try
to set aside our preferences in order to decide what intelli-gence really
is."

Early American psychologists did not set aside their preferences

at all.

The environmenlalists, behaviourists, educators, and. learning

theorists strove to establish empirÍcally the importance of external
factors as determj-ners of intellectual
eugenicists

\^rere

capacity. The geneticists

and

often very seriously committed not only to verifying

the importance of nature over nurture, but also to purifying the basic
Amerj-can

population stock. Could this mean, then, that experj.mental

as

opposed to applied psychologÍsts, for example, framed their quesLions

involving intellígence differenEly? The unquestíoned assumptions

and

firmly committed bel-iefs of an experímenter have been shown to influence
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that person's empirically derived results (Rosenthal, L966).

An

experÍmental psychologist may have been interested primarily Ín specific
merrtal functions, and have worked only wÍth subjects of average intelli-

gence. An applied psychologist may have been motÍvated to separate
the less intelligent

from the majority for the purposes of

obtainíng their social and lega1 protectÍon, or social education, or the
proÈection of the majority-or

all three. Such experímental and applied

psychologists may therefore have delineated only partially

overlappÍng

experimental arenas, and have appraised the signifÍcance of their

results from a
Two

somev¡hat

less than mutually iåclusive perspective.

of the major fi-gures Ín America involved in this area were

Goddard and Healy. Both worl<ed primarily with t.he retarded, the

delinquent, the orphaned, and other disadvantaged groups. yet generally,
Goddard could be considered a eugenicist, and Healy a social progres-

sivist who challenged the current heredítary conceptions (sarbit,
1980). Ilere two psychologistsr firm convictions
conflict.

Goddard was, by and

T¡/ere

in signif icant

large, a genetícÍst who sa,¡ heredity

the primary causal ínfluence in rel-ation to intelligence.

as

Healy did

not accept the arguments advanced by eugenicists and others sympathetic
Ëo the "nature over nurture" resolution of thís debate. Would Healy and

Goddard, then, as tr.Io examples, have used t.he word intelligence

differently,
different

someruhat

and surrounded its appearance in their documents with

concepËs?

There is no evidence in the líterature

that these, and a host of
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other símilar questions, have been explored in a \^ray that strives to
make more

systematic the procedures employed by tradítional historians:

a) selection of sources, b) gathering impressions derÍved from these
sources, and c) drawing of impressionistic inferences (Carney, LgTz).
Nor has any signÍfic.ant attention been paid to the major point raised

by l(utrr (1973, p. 3), that historians must respond to the need to
understand the past in Íts ov¡n terms before comparing it \,lith the
presen

t:

Gradually, and often without entirely realizing they are
doing so, historians of science have begun to ask ner^r sorts
of questions and to trace different, and often less than
cumulative, developmental lines for the sciences. Rather
than seeking the permanent contributions of an older science
to our present vantage, they attempt to display the historical
integrity of Ehat science in its ov,¡n time.
In one of the more recent books dealing with inËelligence testing
in America (Kamin, L974), the anÈi-hereditarian bias is intrusive.
serious attempt was made to develop a critical

exposition of why

No

rQ

tests were used at that time j¡r the raays, or for the purposes, that
Kamin suggested, and criticized

so abrasively.

rt was also in

an

attempt to provide a means of consideríng some of these types of issues

that thís study rvas designed.

National and time variables
In consj.dering

some

of the geographícal boundaries for the present

study, the entire continent of North America \,üas not selected for
number of reasons. First,

a

the nature and effect of canadars ties to
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England in relatíon to the use of intelligence in professional psy-

chologícal documents could have been a factor ínfluencing the ways Ín
which the word was used. Also, the political,

socÍal and professional

climates in America and Canada \"/ere not demonstrably the sa-rrre. While
this does not argue that therefore the uses of the word r¡ere different,
it rvas felt that such a matter rvould require prior, and separate, exploration.

The study thus restricted its exploration Lo the use of

intelligence in professional psychological documents in America.
It was decided that atternpts would be made to compare the use of
intellígence between two decades. During the lB90's, the first

efforts

by American psychologists to apply laboratory measures to intelligence
were published (e.g", cartel1, 1890; Bolton, l.892; cattell

1896). ConsequenLly, the inÍtial

introduction of the

& Farrand,

coTnmon

parla¡.ce

word íntelligence to the vocabulary of professional psychologists in
Ameríca can be explored durÍng this decade-1890-1899.
The first

decade of the twentieth century saw the formulation of

dozens of mental ability

tests in the united states (young, L9z3;

Peterson, L926, 96-116). Nevertheless, while these tests proliferated,

their emphasis

I^Ias

more specifically

directed to the measurement of

specíal functions rather than general mental abiliËy (peterson, L926,
p. f14).
first

It was not until Goddard pubtished a translaËion of BÍnetts

scale in 1908, and of hís 1908 scale in 1910, that psychologÍsts

in Ameríca v/ere provided with a test of general intelligence.

This

test, and many others subsequently developed in the u.s., provided
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American psychologists r'lith empirical grounds upon rvhich they could base

their conceptualization of intelligence, and thus legitímatize
of the term as a psychological concept. The first

Èhe use

decade of the

twentieth century was thus an important transition period in relation
to the use of the word ¡rrlgr_Ugglg-g ín psychology, and stands borh as
useful bridge between, and a convenient separator of, the first
period selected for this study, and the second, 1910 to
The first

a

time

1919.

decade of the twentieth century is clearly of consider-

able interest as an important time in early American psychology. rn
relation to a comParative investigatíon of the transitÍon in the use of
intelligence from

common

parlance to psychologícal concept, one of its

priniary functions encompasses the r¿ork of Binet and hís associates ín

the development of a test of general inl-elligence.

Any pre- and posE-

Binet differences in conceptual understanding of intelligence in
America were therefore of primary interest in t,his study.

Definíng the variables
The prÍmary documents sampled consisted of all the psychological

works dealing r^/ith intelligence and written by Americans or American
academicians, publíshed for the first

tÍme during these tr^/o time

periods. "Amerícan academicians" is a phrase chosen to include tllose
v¿hose academic

careers took place largely in the united states (e.g.,

Titchener, Munsterberg). A sampli-ng procedure (see chapter 3) ensured
the representation of al1 authors who published relevant books or
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paper.s, írrespective of their frequency of publication.

Laffalts

contextual AssocÍates Analysis (I979), considered in the next chapter,
provided a techníque for defining variables that might be useful ín any

analysis. Determining these variables was the first
s

stage of this

tu dy.

The major purpose of the sLudy r.Jas to develop, and attempt to justi-

fy, an alternative procedure for use in consÍderationsof psychologyts
past. It therefore focussed primarily on matters related to historiography of the history of psychology. The systematic procedure developecl

províded an interesting contrast Èo those used by tradÍtional hÍstorians.

In both cases the ínítia1 step involves source selection; in the present
case the source selection was conducted systemaÈically. Traditionally,

historians then proceed to gathering impressions; in the present
data was collected empirically.

case

The concluding step for the traditíonal

hístorian is the drawing sf Ímpressionistic inferences; this study,

by

contrast' arrived at conclusions on the basÍs of the analysis of empirically derived results.

rt

r^¡as

felt that the development of such

an

alternatíve procedure could be found useful in hÍstorical research;
psychologists, ín fact, could benefit immensely from a careful applicaËion of their methodological rigor to questions related to the history

of their díscipline.

Intelligenc
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Contextual Associ-ates Analvsis in Historical Research

This content analysis instrument enables inferences about

a

speaker's perceptions to be drav¡n from the speaker's language. rnferences are generally of tr,¡o kinds:

those relating to the significance

of a word in Èhe psychological framework of a speaker, and those about
the psychologÍ-cal structure of an individual.

To make these inferences,

an assumed theoretical base accountÍng f.or the relationship between

personality structure and language, and an empirical method for applying
the theory to written and spoken texts, are necessary. Julius Laffal
has spent over twelve years developing Lhe method of contextual asso-

ciates analysÍs, with good empirical results to support its reliability.
He ís the primary researcher in thÍs fie.ld, and has applied his merhod

to a variety of written and verbal communications (taffa1, Lg6L,

L966,

1968, 1969, r976, r97g).

Laffal developed his instrument from what he felt to be a point of
intersection, or

common

ground, between linguistic

theories of semantics

and associationist theories of language" Linguistic theories of seman-

tics suggest that language is an instrument which cognitÍvely organizes
our world. Vocabulary is an organized, hj,erarchical structure,

where

índividual r,¡ords are conceptually related to other irords (u.g., angry,
hostí1e, annoyed, enraged, aggressive, etc.).

These small conceptual

groups are themselves an ÍnËegral part of oEher groups by virtue of
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conceptual relationships.

Language is thus seen as a complex, fÍnely

structured cognítive I'map'r of the culture in i¿hich it is used.
Linguists are interested in the conceptual commonality of language
as ít reflects the cognitive structuring of a culture wÍthín and across
time periods, social classes, etc.

However, Olson (1970) iras argued

that these theoríes are related prímarily to the structural

components

of language-grammatical, syntactic and semantic rules-and have excluded the strongly correlated area of references, i.e.,

of objects

and

events in the environment, thereby failing to consider the experiential

domain. The coguitive

map

of the linguists is thus a structural- rather

than an experientÍaI one, and focusses on the deep structure character-

istics of language developed by

Chomslcy (1957, 1965, 1968).

Psychologists have also directed their interest to indivíclual- differences as revealed in language. Research into word association,

and

the importance of word association and word clusteríng in cognition,
have esÈ.ablished that the individual orgatízes words Ínto groups on the

basís of associative or conceptual commonality, where the integral part

of such clustering is experiential in nature. The individual's cognitÍve rvord map, as proposed by psychologists sLudying ranguage, intersects \^rith that proposed by the linguists, at the point where both focus
on the central importance of conceptual or cogniËive structuring in
language and thought (Deese , L962; I"Iandler, 1962; Bousefield, cohen

&

itrhitmarsh, 1958). The commonalíty that has interested li.nguists is

a

structural one; that of interest to psychologists Ís experiential.

Intellígence
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Laffal's purpose in developing his ínstrument v/as to explore the
hídden, or latent meaning, in language, as in that expressed by syrnbo-

His interest has always been directed tor,¡ards the language of

lism.

schizophrenics, particularly

in relation to "language as a verbalLzatLon

where the ruords consistently carry a latent meaning for the subject dif-

ferent from their

common,

manifest meaning.rr (taffal,

L966).

However,

because he was focussing on language which has a manifest as well as

a

hidden meaning, it was necessary for him to develop an instrument which
cou1d, amongst other thíngs, separate ídÍosyncratic hidden features of

a particular j-ndividual ls language from that employed wi-th its associated

conmon

meaning. Over the past t\^7enty years he and hi-s associates

have also found ít useful rvhen applied to informational texts (e.g.,

Laffal, 1961; Hartsough & Laffal, 1970).
Laffal felt thaË the principle of the conceptual-logical dictÍonary
devised by trrlartburg and Hallig (see Laffal, L973, p. 4) had

some

limitatÍons when applied to the analysis of individual speakers with

a

view to making inferences about the speaicers as individuals, rather than
as members of a cultural group. Studies in the organizatÍon of verbal
maËerial in recall suggest thal language operates as a determiner of
experience for indivíduals, and similarly as a determiner of cognítions:
Language does its work by evoking experiential associatíons
ruhich are suggested by pertinent words or, to puË it a little
dífferently, by rearranging the relative strengths and likelihoods of occurrence of groups of r,¡ord-thing responses. The
evoked hierarchy of associations, the meani_ng, reflects a
fundamental behavioural and att.itudinal shift in the 1isËener
in response to the stimulus (Laffal, 1965, pp. 4l-2).
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Thus it was felt

that a conceptual-experiential- dictionary, focussing

on the experiential meaning of words, rather than I^Jartburg and Halligrs

"logical universal" meaning, could tap more appropriately the cognitive
organízatíon of individual language.

Laffal devised his conceptual dictionary follorvÍng a method similar
to that used by Spurgeon (1958), who in a study of Shakespeare's
imagery, classified her material 1n terms of themes and subject matter,
and grouped images on the basÍs of similar and related meanings. This
method complemenLs that of the semantic theory linguists,

who clefine a

system beforehand, and group their material accordÍng1y. An example of
such preliminary grouping can be found in early edítions of Rogetrs
Thesaurus, where the author specified a number of general ideas under

which he arranged his words: "The ídea being given, to find the word,

or words, by which the idea may be most fitly

and aptly expressed."

(Roget, L852, p. xiii).
Spurgeonts and LaffaLts methods are directed more tor¡rards moving

with the language appearing in the texts, rather than assumíng a
commonality of meaning for all \.rords, independent of the texts in which

they appear.

Laf

fal

f el

t his approacir \,/as "an empirical, psychorogi-

cally oriented" one, where words whose common meanings \¡rere experiential
in nature, rather than 1ogical, were grouped togeEher progressively
until a concept emerged. ttThe processr" he says, "may be described as
a sequence of steps in which increasingly general criteria for

cormnon-

arity of experience rvere used to group words." (Laffal, Lg73, p. 6).
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The contrast, then, is essentially that between a theoreticar model

(semantic theory linguists)

Laffalts dictionary

and an experiential-empirical situation.

\¡ras developed

over a number of years. Its last

published version appeared Ín 1973 in a book containing 118 categories
and their descriptions, detailed scoring instructions, and extensive

alphabetical listings of all the words in the dictionary, r+ith their
categories. There is also an alphabetized list of all dictionary words
under their categories (taffal,

Ig73). The dictionary is, accordíng to

Laffal (personal communÍcation, LgTg), undergoÍng constant revision (for
examples of Laffalfs categories, see Table 1).

In Laffalrs most recent

publication, where a dictionary of. 42,228 categorized word entries
used (1979, p. 323), rhe reliability
words ranged from.77 to.98,

was

of 23 profiles for a number of key

with 22 of. the reliability

figures .g4 or

above (LaÊr.ar, L979, p. 328). rts most recent application to an analysis

of key rvords ín historical documents provided evidence of its usefulness
(Hlnnan & Sheplrard, 1980).

' Laffal has defined words in a text or in verbalizations as tokens
rePresenting concepts; it is not the words, but rather the concepts

t1-rey

represent which are examined "for the ídeational domaín around the key

item" (l,affat,

7966)

" The "key item" is the specified word, the rarget

word, whose Ídeational domain, or semantic field,

is the subject of

interest in a study. r.n the case of the present study, the subject of
inÈerest \,/as the way in v¡hich the word intelligenc.e was used in documenÈs

rvritten by early Amerícan psychologists. Intelligence was there-
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Iab1e I
Category Labels and Descriptions From

Laffal's Conceptual Associates Analysis

AI'AR

- I^/ords relating to the unusual, the unexpected ancl the distant.
A-I'AR words are in contrast vrith the rrfamiliar and usual" meaning in
SD{L. The kinds of ideas in

AFAR

are: distance and remoteness;

abnormality and unnaturalness; unusualness and Ínfrequency; chance
and unpredictabiliry.
AGRE

- words relating to cooperation, consent, approval and agreement.
tr^Iords

in

AGRE

have stronger effective overtones than those in

but less than those in FOND. The kÍnds of ideas Ín

AGRE

SIML

are:

allowing and permitting; agreeing and accepting; praising and

com-

mending; cooperatÍon and collaboration.
ANML

- References to animals other than insects (which are scored BUG)
are included here. For sea arrimals the category Flol^i is also
applied; for flying aniinals the second category is UP. Animal skins
have FABR as a second score. If the reference is Ëo the anímal as

food or to a food producL derived from animals, Èhe word ís scored.
ANML

FOOD. No distinction

in categorizaÈion is

made between

and domestic anímals. Human references are not included in

wild

ANML

although general terns referring to the anímal kingdom are (verte-

brate,

mammal).

Intelligence
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- i{ords with negative moral or ethical connotations. Contrasting
r,/ords are in GOOD. The kincls of ideas in BAD are:

evil and sin;

profanity and blasphemy; baseness and debauchery; roguishness

and

scurrilousness; dishonesty and insi_ncerity.

Table l.

Four examples of Laffalrs categories selected from LaÍfal',
L973, p. 20.
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fore the target r,/ord. By compiling a frequency count of concepts which
appeared in close assocíation with the target word in these sources,

a

semantic field could be constructed for different time periods. Frequency profiles could then be compared with each other (for examples of

target \ùords withÍn their defined contexts, see Tabte 2).
irrhen

texts are being prepared for analysis, all the textual material

is edited prior to card punching. Nouns are substituted for proper
names and personal pronouns

-- ê.g., "the boyt'or ttthe manrttdepending

on the textual context, is substituted for "he" (or, given the appropriate

context, the noun could be "horsertr "dogr" etc.).

hlhere ambiguity is

ínvolved (for example, rvhen the word "beart' appears in the text), it is
assigned a number correspondíng to the appropriate meaning found in

Laffalts dictionary (e.g., I for "beartt= animal;2 for "bear" = carry,
etc.).

Laffal- described t.hese and other edíting procedures Ín detail

(L973r pp. 10-f5); all must be observed in any use of the instrument

(for an example of text translation, without a target word, see Table 3).

Laffalrs instrument in historical researcir
Thís instrumentrs ability

to ísolate the semantic field surroundíng

any given word appeared to make it particularly
purposes of this study. It was felt

appropriate for the

that, in using this procedure, it

should be possible to provide defÍnitions of some variables to ínvesti-

gate the use of the word intelligence.

By using these variables, his-

torical arguments can be developed on Ëhe basis of origínal sources.

The
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TabLe

2

Example of Target Words I^liËhín

Target word

íntelligence

Their Defíned Contexts

Context

and the minds taste for different studies.

The

author quotes the philosopher who would have the
remarkable product of human industry an intellígence

placed before the child, maintaining that nature will

indicate innate aptítudes which the most attentive
study would never be able to discover. An ingenious
mechanisnr, for example attracts
environment

from the groups surroundings and treaËed as one thing.
For ordinary conmon sense the world is mapped out

into a plurality

of the relatively independent units.

Each of the uniËs emerges from the unit

environment

like an island from the sea. The unít is detached
from the units surroundings by the units separateness
and unity of interest.

The Ínterest is ordinarily of

a practical
emot

ion

assocíation appropriaËe groups of imagery; only
the physical sÈates fail of this are

r^re

when

entitled to

say Ëhat there is no object and then we must

add

InËelligence
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that there is also

no

emotion. As in dealing with

the causes of feelíng, so \,¡e may

novJ

in like

manner

proceed to Ínquire whether in feelings, manifesta-

tions or effects there is any cont.rast corresponding
to the opposíng extremes of

IntellJ-gence
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Table

3

of Text Translation ínto

Example

ContexËual Associates

i^le hold these truths to be self -evÍdent
WE IDEA

TRUE

created equal, that

BGIN

SII'IL

they
['JJ-IOL

SOLE OPEN

are

}IAI.E

endowed

that all

SHRP

I^IIIOL

with certain unal-ienable (inalienable) rights
SHRP
are life,

EVER

GOOD

GO

MOTV

governments are instituted

TRUE I"TOTV LEAD

LAI^]

po\^/ers

iust

TRUE

MALE

Creator

MALE

BGIN HOLY

Ehat among these (rights)

MOTV

JOIN

TRUE MOTV

liberty and the pursuit of happiness. That to secure these

LIVE OPEN
rights,

I,iHOL

Þ¿ theír

AID HAVE

men are

BGIN

AID

GLAD

among men, deriving

JOIN MAIE

BGIN

their
LEAD

LAI^I

from the consent of the governed, that whenever any

TRUE POWR

AGRE

LEAD

LAW

TIME

form of government becomes destructive of these ends, it is the
FOR}Í
righË
TRUE

LEAD

LAT.J EVNT

END MOTV

DAMG

of the people to alter or to abolísh
MOTV

GRUP

VARY

END

it, and to institute
LEAD

LAW

BGIN

Inte1lÍgence
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government, laying

its

LAI^I BGIN LEAD

NEI^J LEAD

organizing

its

FORM

LEAD

foundation on such prínciples
FOR}Í

LAI,J CRUX

SIML

and

CRUX IDEA

poqrers in such form, as to

LAW POI^IR SIML FORM

them shall

GRUP

seem

IDEA VIEI^]

most likely to effecE their safety and happíness. prudence, indeed,
MUCH

MUCH

END

GRUP AID

GLA-D

GOOD

EMPH

will dictate that governments long established should not be changed for
LEAD

TAIK

light
GLAD

LAI^I

LEAD

and transient
TRIV

VERY

\^]HOL

EVER

NO

causes; and accordingly all

SEP

MOTV

GRUP

sufferable, than to
AGRE

SII'ÍL

i¿hich they

MUCH MOTV

right
GOOD

WHOL

BGIN

experience hath

I.IHOL

EVNT

TIME

HAVE

I^IHOL

GRUP

are accustomed. But

TO

I"ÍOTV

BAD

themselves þ abolishing the forms ro

TRUE

GRUP SI}fl, EVER

PANG

END

when

OPPO TIME

EVER

FORM

a long train of
AFAR FORW

and usurpations, pursuing invariably the same object
DAMG

VARY

rnankind are more dísposed to suffer, while evils are

shown, that

VIEI^I

EVER

abuses
DAMG

evinces

SIML END MOTV OPEN VIEW

Intelligence
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a design to reduce
MOTV

LITL

WHOL

throw off

under

GRUP DOi,IN

right,

GRUP

TRUE

ít is

absolute

SUB

WHOL

EMPH

WHOL

AGGR LEAD

duty,

their

MOTV

despoti-sm,

GRUP

LEAD

security.

future

MOTV WORK

TIME

AID

LAW

AID NEi,I

Such has been

SIML

BLOK

AID

SUB

to alter
VARY

Table 3'

SIML
their

GRUP SUB

NEI^I

EVER

CRUX

their
WHOL GRUP

the patient :g{lS.glSg of rhese
REST

PANG

Colonies; and such is now the necessity whích constrains
GRUP

ro

such government, and to províde new guards for

GO SEP SI}fl,

FORW

I^IHOL

their

it is

them

MOTV

BLOK

them
GRUP SUB

former systeqx of government. The history

PAST

FORM

LEAD

LAI^I

IDEA

of

Èhe

PAST

Thís example is presented in Laffal's A concept dictionary of

English, I973, p. L6.
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instrument has, however, been used in only one study for historícal research (Hyman & Shephard, 1980). rt ru" folrrrd, then to be useful
attemPts were made to correlate statements about historical

firstly

when

change made

by historians, and secondly, by demonstrated changes in the use

of selected target words Ín temporally related documents. Hor¿ever, the
methodological questions to which the use of the instrument ín qui¡e

different domain (i.e.,

history) give rise, have not been explored.

One important element

communicative function.

a

of language in historj-cal research is its

For the listener, or the reader, language is

typically informaLional; as such, it restructures perceptions and thereby influences thought. The speaker t s language does not restructure hís
ovm

thought; according to 01son (1970), speaking for rhat individual is

in this sense -- i.e.,

the informational sense -- redundanÈ. such,

everr is not the case for the receplor.

It

r¡ras

argued earlíer that

howa

historical researcher examines sources relevant to the íssue under consideration and draws impressionistic inferences.

trrlhen

an instrument

rvhich objectively quantifíes the broad conceptual content of a text is

used, the filtering

processes rvhich every mind uses to sort and organize

impressions are consíderably reduced" The instrument itself

is a filter,

but only one" rts categorizing is not affected, as any readerts is, by
the material that preceded the texL currently being analyzed.
But using the instrument in historical research introduces variables
t+hich could, by their presence, raise questions about the credibility
the. data obtained. For many historícal

sËudies, time is an important

of

InËelligence
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variable.

Ideally, any such study which incorporates questions about change

over time, about historical advance, about the stability

of ideas over

a

considerable period, etc., would employ an ínstrument whose credibility

in such a research setting had been establÍshed. In the present study,
the instrument of choíce focussed on the conËextual associates of key words
in written documents; that is, its operational field-language-changes
over time. Does the instrument, one could ask, have the abílity to discrj-minaËe between general langr.rage changes oveï time on the one hand and

the stability

of specified key word associates on the other?

Hov¡

sensitj-ve

is Laffalrs Ínstrument-ís it able to isolate specific areas of difference
within one period, such that a picture of both the macrocosmíc stabítíty
and the mícrocosmic differences can be obtained? In an effort. to deal with

a number of such questions, thereby adding to the credibility

of the in--

strumentts use in hístorical research, three studies were conducted. ín
ass.ociaËion with this project (detaÍIed reports of these studies can be
found Íi,Appendix 1, Appendíx 2, and Appendix 3).
The purpose of the first

of these preliminary studies (see Appendíx

1) was to explore the stability

of a concept over time. The earlier

sÈudy (Hyman & Shephard, 1980) had demonstrated a sígnificant temporal

difference in conventÍonal wisdom psychology in England between 1851-1867
and 1894-L9r4, in relation to the target \,rord envÍronment, rË was also

established that insíght psychologists between 1851 and 1867
cerlain concepts associat.ed
fere-nË I'Tay to

\ù-íth

r¿ould. use

their innovaÈive work in a deÈectably dif -

their fellow conventional wisdour psychologísËs, but in the
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same r¡/ay

as Ehat of conventional r,¡isdom.psychologísts in the later (L894-

I9L4) period. Thus ín terms of the general caËegory profiles, some conceptual stability

had been demonstrated. The first

preliminary study con-

ducted in Ëhe current research focussed on specific, nominated categoríes

rather than the general category profíle in relaËion Èo Ëhe use of the
target word environ{nent by ínsighË psychologists in l85I-1867, in comparj-son to conventj-onal wísdom psychologi"sts from 1894-79L4. No dif ference

predictions were advanced in relation to eleven categories, and of the eleven
z scores obtained, eight rtrere not signÍficant.
' The second prelímínary study (see Appendix 2) sought to replicate the
appearance of significant

differences ín one time period when a conven:

tional wísdom psychologistls use of the r¡ord emotion rras compared wíth
insíght psychologist's use of the

same

an

word. The results of th;is study

did not. support the historícal argumenËs advanced. ft

r,ras

felt. that this

did not necessarily argue against the usefulness of Laffalrs instrument
ín historical research, but did indicaËe

some

of the difficulties

en-

countered in designing such studies.
The purpose

of the thírd prelirninary study (see Appendix 3) r,ras to

explore anoËher aspect of conceptual sÈability wíthín an area of
strable change. The use of

Ëhe word

Ëo, and followíng Einst,ein's first

demon-

ether by physicists in America prior

relatíviËy paper, which drastically

altered the Ëerms, but not the parameters, of the debaËe on the exístence
of eËher, was explored" It was predicted that categories r{ithin which
concepts related to Èhese paraneËers rrere coded r.¡ould not be used wíËh
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either greater or less frequency betrveen the two time periods

The results

obtained vrere consonant wíth this predictíon.
Each of the studies

T¡zas

designed in an attempt Ëo deal røith questions

to which the use of Laffalrs Ínstrument in historical research give rise.
In all cases the hypothesés proposed r¿ere based on historícal argt¡ments
advanced in texts and arEicles.

Ta,rgeË word

for i-nvestigation

The first

use of the word intelligence in EnglÍsh is recorded in the

Oxford English Dictionary as occurring in the middle of the fifteenth cen-

tury.

As with most common parlance terms, ít has a number of synonyms

which appear in the many edítions of Rogetts Thesaurus. However,
Tuddenham (1968)

as

pointed out, as a formal psychological concept the

word

has a short history and was not referenced separately in Baldv¡in's

Dictionary of Psychology and PhÍlosophy, published in r90r.
appeared as a synonym of the word "int.ellectt'

rt

r¿as concluded,

rnstead, it

(BaldwÍn, 1901, p. 55g).

therefore, that temporally relevant synonyurs of rhe

target word for thÍs study, as presented ín psychological dÍctionaries
or texËbooks dealÍng wíth the subject, should be included.

Prímary sources

Characterístics.

of documents.

Psychology is fortunat.e in having

a

These prímary sources, selected on Ehe basis

copious supply

of the national

tíme and content restrictions specified previously, contain 1ínguÍs lic
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forms such as definitions,

explanations and discussíons. The language

used for elaboration and communication could be very rich in its implied

linguistic

contenL. Language has the properties of a record, a transmitter,

a reflector and a shaper of ínformatíon, perceptíons and ídeas. The systematic analysis of docrnnents, it was felt,

could supply basíc components

in hÍstorical argumenLs relatively uncontaminated by preconceived ídeas
as to the nature and form of these arguments.
The focus of this study on the use of the word íntelligence in

early AmerÍcan psychology

made an

exploration of 1ínguistic characterj-s-

tics contained in professional documents particularly apposite. If

one

depicts intelligence as a label (cf. Laffal, 1966), and examines linguistic
contexts within whÍch it is embedded, its "critical

features" (Taylor,

r976, p. 285) can be assessed. By stating that the rvord intelligence
changed from the position of a conunon parlance Ëerm to that of a psycho-

logical concept over a specified period of time, the possibílity
these "critical

features" of the label changed over tíme was

By determining the definition

of variables (i.e.,

that

advanced..

the "critical

features"),

possible to determÍne empirically r¿hether or not Ëhis speculation was justified, as l¡ell as others that have been advanced in relation
it

became

to the term. As Taylor (L976, p.285) has pointed out, "the use of

a

1abel such as robssessive [sic]-compursive neurotic' may give us the

illusion that a complex

phenomenon has been

explained." hlhen using the

1abel intelligence, in r.rhat hrays, and to r^rhat extent, $/as the complex
phenomenon

that the labe1 represented beÍng explaÍned by early American
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psy

chologists

?

Significance of the variables
IL i,¡as proposed that a number of ways of investigating the significance of the variables be undertaken Ín this study. Propositions including any variables determined by the application of Contextual AssocÍates Analysis to the samples of the use of intelligence in the
documents were formurated and

explored. For example, ít was felt that

answers to Ëhe following questions could be advanced, and subsequently
examined empiríca11y:

a)

Is there a signÍfícant difference betv¡een the contextual
assocíates of the word intelligence and the contextual
associates of its synonyms during eÍther time period?

b)

Is the tíme factor a significant variable?

c)

Is there more than one semantic field surrounding the

use

of the word intellígence and/or its synonyms during either
time period?
d)

I^lhat

are the semantic field characterístics of íntelligence

and/or its synonyms as recorded Ín the

documents?

The answers obtained to these questions, it was felt,

could permÍt

the empirical investigation of a major hisÈorical argument advanced ín
some

histories of mental testing.

rn one of the first published (young,

1923), it was stated that "divergent standpoints of Ëhe applied psycho-

logists and the experimental" had arisen in the united states by the
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begínning of the 1920rs. 0'Donnell (L919) has supported thÍs argument,
suggesting that during the nineteen tr^renties there r{ere controversies
between "pure" and "applied" psychologísts. rt was felt

that these

apparent differences could be reflected in the contexts withÍn which the
ruord intelligence

andf

or its

ments. Consequently, it

synonym.s \^/as embedded

ruas hypothesized

in professional docu-

thax dífferences reflecting

this dÍvergence between 1910 and 1919 would be detectable.
rt was proposed that this study would provide historians of psychology with a useful methodology for constructing hístorical arguments,
and thus with an alternate way of understanding psychologyts past.
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Chapter

3

Methodological Procedures and Results: Stage I

Thís study \^Ias carried out in trvo clist j-nct stages. The f irst stage
involved the selection and preliminary analysÍs of a body of professional
documents ín order to develop the semantic fíeld(s)

of the word intel-

_l-gs!"= and its temporally relevanc synon)¡ms. rt was projected that
when some ansl,rers to the general question, t'Mtat is contained in these
documents?" were províded, ít would be possible to formulate hypoËheses

derived from these results.

the examination of
first

some

The second stage of the study focussed on

of these formal hypotheses. The detai]s of the

stage are presented in this chapter.

Primary Sources

All historical consíderatíons of American psychology during the
two periods that were selected for this study--l890-1g99

and

1910-1g]g--contain biblÍographies, some very extensive (young,

1923

Roback, l-952; Peterson, L926; pintner, Lg23). I^Jhile a considerable body

of original sources could be

drarnm

from these lists,

the construction of

a bibliography, unl-ess specified otherrvise, involves making selective
decisions. The reference 1Ísts provi-ded by Young, Peterson and pintner,
who rvrote
some

the earlj-est histories of mental testing

and.

thus developed

of the earlÍest bibliographies of works dealing r,¡ith intelligence,
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are not identical.

The bÍbliographies developed by Kohs (r9I4, I9I7) on

1íterature on the Binet-Símon scale appear exhaustíve (there are about
750 entries), but they deal only rvíth the years up to 1917 and do nor

claim to be complete.
In an attempt to construct an hÍstorical argument, it is preferable
for the sLructural- maLerials to be based wholly on primary sources,
without the intrusion of later, or contemporaneous but selective,
decisions, i.ê.,
or f or theír

of those rvho developed a biblÍography from hindsight,

or,m specíf

Young, L923, etc.

ied purposes at the time-see

Kohs

, rgr4, l9r7

;

consequently, this study attempted to examine a1l

published psychological works dealÍng with intelligence and its relatecl
synon)nns and

rvritten by Americans or American academicians during the

tr,/o time periods noted above.

Period 1: 1890-1899.

The Psychological Index, first

published in

America in 1894, is a series of volumes recording al1 psychologÍcal

publicatíons annually, irrespective of country. For the years IBg4-LBgg,
this source Tras used to develop the requj_red list of primary sources.
Each volume is arranged into sections with headings that underr,rent modi-

fication and expansion as the discipline developed. To reduce the list
development procedure to manageable proportions, only the sources listed

under headings which relate to the issue under investigation were scanned.
The volume headings are the same for LB94 to 1897; some changes were

introduced for l89B and 1899. Every major heading j-s followed by

a

General sub-heading, and because any general text could contain references
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to intellÍgence, all these sub-sections \.rere scanned for sources.

The

rest of the heading selection procedure was formufated on the basis of
the subjects índicated in the headings and sub-headings. For the years
1894-1899, see Appendíx 4 for all Contents lists

and the sectíons

and

sub-sectíons that rvere scanned.

Prior to 1894, when the Psychological rndex was inaugurated,

no

single bÍbliographical source relevant to the subject under investigation
has been discovered. hhile the American Journal of psychology

was

founded in 1887 and the Pedagogical Seminary in 1884, these journals did

not PurPort to Present all potentially relevant materÍal.

A number of

additional publications to r^thich American psychologists submitted theÍr
articles prior to i-894 ivere isolated, and the contents pages of the
following journals

túet-e scanned

for relevant publicatÍons.

The selection

procedure was the same as that outlined above for the Psychol-ogical Index:

1.

Mind

2.

Science

3.

Popular Science Monthly

4.

Arnerican Journal of Educatíon

5.

I¡jlo_ryltriçel_Be.¡ie,^r

6.

American Journal of psychology

7.

Pedagogical Semínary

All the above journals contain exÈensive lists of new publications,
malcÍng

possible the selection of books as rvell as arËicles.

Period 2: 1910-1919. The list

of possible sources for the

second
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time period was developed by using the Psychological Index, and folloru-

ing the selection procedures specified for the first

period. For copies

of the Contents lists and their selected headings and sub-headí-ngs, see
Appendix 5.
Scanning Procedure.

List selection was made, as i-ndícated above,

on the basis of source tÍt1es.

Any title

not represent a translated work, and
attentÍon to nìental activities,

r¿as

rvhich appeared in English, did

indicative of including

\^/as recorded

some

. The conceptual prof ile

listed below was developed to formulate both as precisely and inclusively
as possible the grounds for recording any title
requÍred list.

\nlhere

titles

as a nember of the

contained any of the terms grouped under

A

and B, they rvere recorded. Those containing the terms lÍsted uncler C, I),

E, F and G rvere recorded if the title

also indícated that the focus of

the v¡ork related to cognitive processes and functions, or mental characteristics.

All títles dealing with mental testíng (H) lvere recorded.

9o_gg41yg_IIglfle for Source Selecrion

A.

.

cogni-Live processes, functions

a) intelligence, intellection
b)

(rnental) ability,

rrair,

skill,

capability, apritude,

qualities, attributes, dímensions
c) performance
d) judgment
e) talent
f)

reason(ing)
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rhoughr, rhink(ing)

Ð

h) memory, recollection
i)
B.

knowledge, knorving

mental characterístícs

a)

(mental) faculties

b)

(mental) factors

c)

(mental) status:

i.
ii.

bright, genius
dull, deficient, defi_cÍency,
j-mbecile, idiot, moron, subnormal

iíi.
d) mental

exceptional

dj_sease

C.

mind

l).

learning, education, pedagogy, development

E.

individual differences

F.

children

c.

test(ing)

H.

menËal'resr (s) (ing)

Clearly, the selection procedure involved scanníng thousands of
sources. hrhile many historÍcally
raising no diffÍculty

prominent names \^/ere encountered,

wíth nationality placernent, many more were far

more obscure and largely unknovm. During the Ínitial

the only

names whose works were excluded rvere

nationality,

selection process,

those of known non-American

e.9., wundt (German), Galton, spearman, pearson (English),

Binet, Simon (French). The nationality of al-l other auËhors r¡as verified
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later, so that the final fist consisted only of works wrÍtten by Americans, or by those rvhose academic careers took place largely in the
United States. Tr'ro figures who illustrated

this point

r^/ere Titchener

and Munsterberg. Titchener, an Englishman, came to Cornell Universíty

in the States in 1892 after obtainÍng his Ph.D. under Wundt in

Gennany.

He remained at cornell until his death in L92i (Boring, 1950, p. 4r2).

I'funsterberg, a German, spent IB92 to 1895 at Harvard University, returned

to

Germany

for tt\¡o years, then worked again at Harvard untÍl his death

in 1916 (Boring, 1950, p. 428). Their names feature prominently in all
hístorical consíderatíons of early American psychology. For these
reasons, the relevant rvorks of both men were included. rn his recenL

bibliographical source, Eminent contributors to psychology,

i^tatson

recorded both figures under the nationality of their career environment
as well as their country of birth (trrtatson, L974, pp. 314-9).

A list

of approxÍmately 3,000 sources rvas developed. This list

constituted the body of primary sources on Þlsll¿gsnçe and its

synonyms

published during the two time periods. At thís point, no attempt

had

been made to survey any of the sources in order to confirm their relevance.

As specified above, their inclusion was dírected by the terms contaíned

in their titles.
se_eSe¡çi'_lgpleg

Target Words. As -indicated earlier, the target rvords investigated

in this study rvere intelligence and its temporally relevant
For Period 1, these synon]¡ms were

dravu-n

synon)rms.

from Baldwints DictÍonar¿_gl
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Psychology and Philosophy (1901, p. 558), which has recorded the follow-

ing terms as being

synonymous

with {rte!:g3nle:

intellec t
faculty of knowíng
capacity of
menÈa1

knoruing

faculty(ies)

mental capacity

intellectual

capacity

intellectual

faculty

No díctionary of psychology published in America in the early 1920's

has been discovered. The one closest in time of publícation Èo the

end

of Period 2 appears to be H.c. warrenrs Dictíonary of psychology (Lg34).
Therefore, the synonyns for intelligence for Period 2 were drav¡n from
Pintner (1923). This is nor the only book dealing with ÍntellÍgence
testing publÍshed ín the early 1920's; it does, however, contain

a

sectíon (pp. 45-51) which summarízes rhe definitions of itrlqlfÅgclle
current use, and provides a considerable number of synon)¡ms:
mental trait

capacity

higher

general capacity

complex

> nental processes

adaptability

mental efficiency

f.acul

ability

learnÍng

to learn

ty
povrer

general abÍ1ity
The word Íntelligence was considered as one target word for each

in
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period, and its temporally relevant synonyms rvere investigated as the
second target word. This procedure rvas adopted in order to control for

the possibility

that the synonyms, whi-ch theoretically can be substiËuted

for the word intelligence in any of the primary sources,
embedded

in different linguistic

hTere

nevertheless

contexts. During Period 1, intelligence,

as Tuddenham pointed out (1968, p. 469), was barely recognized as a psy-

chological concept. During period 2, spearmanrs 'gt factor theory of
intelligence "came to constitute the conceptual basis for Binetrs test
approach" (Tuddenham, 1968,

504), thus keepÍng such

synon)¡mous terms as

"mental faculties" legitimately operative within the discipline of

scientific

psychology. It is nevertheless conceivable that the use of

this and other

synon)mìs was embedded

wíthin a different linguistic

context.
Time Strata.

Both of the decades selected for this study were

signi"ficanË for the nature and extent of their focus on matters related

to intelligence.

PeËersot (1926, 7z-95) and young (rgz3) specified the

last decade of the nineteenth century as the period during which
first

t,he

efforts to establísh mental tests were made. I^Ihile the influx of

dozens of mental tests came at the beginning of the twentieth century

(Peterson, L926, rr7-2L4), the first

steps were being taken duríng the

1890's to place discussions of intelligence on an empírÍcal footing.
The second decade of the twenÈieth century has been noted as the
heyday of mental testing, and the debates inaugurated by Boríng (Lg23)

and by Walter Lipprnann's artÍcles did not begin unril the 1920rs (young,
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1923). Yet this decade, like the lB90's,appears to have produced both
excited support for mental testing and the beginnings of trenchant
críticism.

Both periods seem to have produced important arguments,

debates and advances in the area, and in considerations of intelligence

by professional psychologists.
For example, group intelligence tests r¡ere developed for use with

the Armed Forces during l{orld I^Iar I.

The formulation of these, the

Alpha and Beta Intelligence tests, occurred to\^rards the end of the
second decade selected for thÍs study.

It was felt that this,

and

possibly other advances or changes ln focus, procedure, etc., could
have contributed to detectable changes in the use of the ¡vord intelligence

ín

sone

psychologícal documents. Consequently, both of'the time periods

to be explored in this stucly \^/ere stratified

into two fÍve-year sections

(see Table 4 for a sunìrnary of the research design).
Sampling Procedure
The list

of approximately 3r000 primary sources

r¡ras

arranged alpha-

betically according to authorship for each fÍve-year section. I^Ihere any
one author rùas found to have publÍshed a number of works duri-ng any of
Èhe fíve-year sections, the years of publicatÍon for each v¡ork were

indexed randomly. The first

work of each author \^/as then drav¡n from

Ëhis index for each of the resulÈíng four lists of primary sources.
These samples tr{ere surveyed for verification

of relevance to this study.

I{here any source \üas found not to contain Ëhe target rvords, iE was dis-

carded. If Ëhe author of the discarded source had published more than
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Table
Summary

Time Periods

Target

1890-f894

inte1lÍgence

4

of Research Design

Words

Codes

rN9094

inEellect; faculty of knowing; capacity
of knowing; mental faculty(ies);
capacity; intellectual

mental

capacity; intellectual

sY9094

faculty
1895-f899

intelligence
intellect;

rN9599

faculty of knowing; capacity of

knowing; mental faculty(ies);

intellectual

1910-1914

capacÍty; intellectual

rN10l4

higher/complex mental processes;

mental efficiency; ability

ability;
lity;

to learn; general

capacity; general capacity; adaptabi-

faculty; learning

sY1014

porüer

intellÍ-gence
mental trait;

Sy9599

faculty

íntelligence
mental trait;

L916-I9I9

mental capacity;

rN151

higher/complex mental processes;

9
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mental efficiency; ability

ability;

to learn; general

capacity; general capacity;

adaptability; faculty; learning

Table 4.

Codes provided

sY15r9

poiüer

in rhis tabfe are used in all subsequent tables

and figures for ease of communication: IN = intelligence;
SY

= synon)¡ms; 9094 = Lime períod 1890-1894, etc.
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one potentially relevant r¡ork in the same time segment, the second
j.ndexed source was surveyed.

This sampling procedure was adopted in order to obtain as broad
inclusive a sample as possible for all uses of Ëhe word íntelligence

and
and

íts synonyms. A1l four samples included both books and articles, with
articles outnumbering books considerably. A list of the four samples of
primary sources used can be found in Appendix 6.
content unit selection.

one exarnple of the use of any target

word.

was isolated for empirical invesÈigation in each source sampled. Efforts
v¡ere made to ensure that the place of appearance in any source-begin-

ning, middle,

or end-was dísLributed randomly. A totaL of IZ content
units was selected for each text sample in period I (rN9094, sy9094,
rN9599, sY9599) ar'd 2r for each in period 2 (rNO14, sy10l4, rNl519,

sY1519). The number of content unÍts was directed largely by the
number of sources available for Period 1. As the membershÍp record.s of
American Psychologícal Assocíation show (Fernberger, :-g3Z), the Associa-

tÍon had 31 members in 1892 and approximarely 450 by Lgz1. As índicared
earlier, five línes of IBM cardpunched text represents one content unit.
with an average of 12 words per line, the body of text anaryzed. for
Períod l was 240 lines, or 2880 r,¡ords. For periloð.2,420 lines, or

a

total of 5040 words, \,/ere anal.yzed.
Since Laffalrs instrument is computerízed., aLL of the codÍng of the
Eextual materÍal (content units) inÈo conceptual caËegoríes was cond.ucted
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by Laff.aL's computer program. The data consequently made available for

analysis were figures articulating numerically the strength of categories
found in close assocíatíon vith the target rvords for each of Ëhe four

tíme segments.
ConsíderatÍon of the Data Collected

. As was discussed in Chapter 2r.the text samples r,rere categorÍzable
into 118 different categoríes ín Laffalrs instrument; Ëherefore, the data
vr'ere recorded

in an B x 118 table (see Table 5).

The fígure in each cell

represented the potency of any one category in the sample text repre-

sentaLive of the use of either t.arget v¡ord in any one of the four lime
segments. The fact that they were arrived at by adding the number of
times words were coded into. any orle category was interpreted as

an

Índicator of the potency of that category. The more often words

and

phrases in the content units were coded into a category, the more potent

that category became as a close associate of the target word in that
content unit.
when

Thus the figure L2 for the category

LARG

during 1890-1894

intellj-gence rvas the target word (IN9094), illustrated

the potency

of that conceptual category when a sample of documents about intelligence
during that time segment r+as analyzed. In order to obtaín a general
assessment of the arrangement of the relative potency of all ll8 cate-

goríes in each of the eight samples, the eight tíme and target

r,¡ord

columns (n=ll8) \^rere cross-correlated using Pearsonts product-moment

correlation.

All of the correlatÍon coefficients in the correlation

matrÍx (see Table 6) were sÍgníficant beyond rhe .01 level.
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Table

5

Primary Data for Application of Pearson product - moment correlation

Category IN9094 SY9094 IN9599 SY9599 SY1519 IN1519 Sylol4

rN1014

1.

0.

)

1.

q

,)

U.

a

4.

t

3.

)

5.

)

)

4.

10.

o

15.

10.

5.

1.

')

6.

5.

0.

0.

1.

6.

6.

0.

0.

0.

0.

0.

0.

0.

0.

7.

)

1.

)

1.

)

5.

5.

l.

B.

0.

0.

0.

a

1.

1.

n

1.

9.

5.

7.

)

1.

a

(

U

L2.

10.

3.

2.

J.

a

0.

4.

o

0.

7.

11.

,)

?

1

)

o

L2.

7.

1t

L

B.

3.

4.

3.

1.

0.

4.

13.

0.

3.

t

0.

0.

0.

0.

0.

14.

1.

l.

1.

0.

0.

0.

t.

0.

15.

0.

0.

0.

0"

1.

0.

0.

3.

16.

0.

0.

0.

0.

0.

0.

0.

L7.

0.

0.

2.

1.

,

5.

0.

1.

18.

0.

0.

4.

0.

1.

0.

1.

0.

L9.

0.

0.

2

0.

0.

)

0.

0.

6.

)

7.

)

4.

6.

)

Õ.

)

4.

4.

)2

13.

¿J.

10
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Table 5 (cont'd)
20.

7.

2r.

15.

5.

a

B.

L2.

18.

14.

?

l.

1.

4.

6.

,

4.

0.

))

1.

0.

1.

0.

0.

0.

0.

1.

23.

1.

0.

0.

U.

0.

U.

0.

0.

)L

,)

2

4.

)

3.

10.

0.

4.

)\

0.

)

1.

0.

q

10.

1.

5.

26.

o
(J.

5.

6.

L4.

l-9.

L4.

31.

27.

4.

7.

11.

10.

15.

L2.

15.

o

28.

5.

6.

0.

13.

6.

5.

5.

,o

)

l.

0.

0.

l.

0.

l.

3.

30.

o

3.

L2.

o

27.

20.

11.

L4.

31.

a

q

6.

q

4.

10.

L6.

32.

0.

0.

0.

0.

0.

0.

0.

0.

JJ.

1.

0.

1.

0.

0.

l.

l.

)

34.

t

5.

)

0.

?

7.

1.

7.

35.

3.

1.

0.

0.

0.

0.

0.

0.

36.

,)

1.

0.

6.

4.

)

)

)

37.

3.

0.

0.

0.

1.

0.

)

0.

38.

0.

0.

5.

7.

1.

ö.

l.

)

39.

l-7.

L4.

o

B.

10.

)q

29.

)1

40.

7.

q

5.

q

B.

10.

rB.

15.

4L.

0.

3.

0.

0.

)

0.

0.

1.

10
I().
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Table 5 (cont'd)
42.

I.

0.

U.

ft

l.

0.

t.

)

4J.

1.

l.

)

0.

1.

)

t.

J.

10.

12.

o

t8.

6.

1.)

44.

il.

)

10.

45.

J.

J.

o

5.

o

46.

q

3.

14.

B.

28.

47.

5.

o
o.

5.

48.

1.

1.

)

0.

0.

50.

1.

51.

18.
7.

18.

2I.

o

7.

5.

B.

)

.J

0.

0.

)

0.

ô

0.

0.

0.

)

0.

0.

)

0.

1.

)

1.

0.

0.

1.

0.

0.

0.

1.

52.

t.

1.

l.

1.

6.

10.

53.

0.

0.

0.

0.

0.

0.

54.

50.

51.

36.

30.

53.

55.

5.

7.

1.

a

tra
JO.

0.

0.

0.

57.

7.

6.

(Q

)

59.

1.

60.

L2.

61.

ao

7.

0.

0.

oa
oJ.

96.

66.

)

5"

4.

q

0.

0.

0.

0.

1.

2

1.

L4.

18.

l-4.

1.

.)

0.

1.

0.

10.

3.

3.

6.

4.

L4.

5.

o

7.

o

7.

o

11.

7.

1)

18.

0.

l.

0.

0.

1.

4.

,)

1.

o¿.

7.

o

6.

7.

13.

12.

7.

24.

63.

t

a

)

5.

)

1.

4.
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Table 5 (cont'd)
64.

t

)

5.

0.

65.

tl.

4.

1

7.

L2.

0.

0.

3.

I.

o

7.

30.

o

0.

)

)

a

)

(

?

66.

0.

67.

2.

1.

0.

1.

68.

l.

0.

t.

t.

,)

0.

l.

?

69.

1.

)

)

1.

)

l.

3.

0.

70.

16.

L7.

16.

rB.

20.

19.

2L.

J0.

7r.

4.

6.

0"

0.

tl.

15.

a

11.

72.

1.

a

I.

0.

3.

4.

1.

)

73.

6.

6.

10.

11.

13.

L4.

74.

0.

)

1.

0.

t.

0.

0.

0.

1a

0.

4.

0.

0.

0.

0.

1.

1.

76.

)

6.

6.

4.

12.

7.

77.

)

0.

0.

)

7.

)

0.

a

78.

o.

)

6.

13.

13.

13.

20.

L7.

79.

0.

0.

0.

0.

0.

0.

0.

0.

80.

14.

10.

7.

L4.

38.

22.

17.

19.

Br.

6.

5.

5

1.

o

20.

11.

B.

ot

L2.

a

5.

13.

LJ.

18.

27.

l-6.

oJ.

1.

l.

t

t

3.

l.

,

6.

84.

2

0.

l.

4.

1.

5.

1.

t

Bs.

5.

a

5.

J.

1

4.

5.

7.

IL.

1)

15.

o
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Table 5 (cont'd)
86.

)

1.

87.

L

Ê

BB.

0.

'89.

J.

4.

,)

J.

7.

)

0.

1.

a

7.

L4.

12.

90.

4.

0.

a

0.

9r.

1.

L

1.

ot

I

0.

0.

93.

4.

4.

94.

0.

95.

6.

96.

10.

1.

3.

5.

)

6.

0.

0.

.)

)

16.

L4.

16.

)

0.

)

)

t

t.

7.

r

4.

U.

1.

1.

6.

5.

a

)

0.

4.

3.

1"

3.

0.

0.

0.

.,

(

o

L

r0.

L4.

r0.

11.

4.

0.

1.

0.

5.

5.

l.

3.

97.

10.

10.

1t.

11.

15.

2I.

L6.

98.

1.

0.

0.

0.

0.

0.

0.

0.

99.

3.

6.

7.

13.

15.

10.

10.

13.

100.

7.

L2.

1.

l.

1.

6.

101.

2

6.

10.

7.

13.

10.

8.

Õ.

L02.

0.

1.

1.

1.

1.

0.

0.

103.

U

o.

Õ.

16.

17.

11.

15.

15.

5.

7.

o

)(\

37.

28.

19.
a

L04.

1)

1a

tr

105.

1.

1.

0.

0.

)

0.

1.

106.

10.

7.

15.

5.

)1

31.

lB.

15.

ro7

5.

J.

.).

6.

5.

7.

.

,)

7,
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Table

5 (conrrd)

108.

)

109.

10.

10.

110.

0.

0.

111.

0.

ILz.

l.

0.

15.

16.

0.

0.

0.

0.

7.

o

Ò.

113.

0.

1.

IL4.

1.

115.

0.

0.

0.

0.

17.

r9.

15.

0"

1.

1.

2.

)

0.

0.

¡t

1.

13.

6.

o

n

0.

0.

0.

1.

4.

o

L7.

1'.)

10.

L2.

11.

11.

10.

L4.

15.

15.

116.

)

)

)

J.

5.

12.

5.

6.

LI7.

13.

6.

o

15.

4.

18.

B.

1lB.

L2.

B.

1.

\6.

26,

o

13.

13.
U.

n

a

{

10

25.
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Table

6

Pearson Product-Iloment Correlations Between

All Values of Time and Target

Inlord Variables

rN9094 SY9094 rN9599 SY9599 rNl014 Sy1014 rN1519 Syl519

rN9094

1.0000

sY9094

.877

6

rN9599 .8115

1. 0000
.

7BB1 1. 0000

sY9599 .7801 .7137 .7966
rN1014

.

1.0000

BB51 .8379 .8377 .8429

1.0000

syl014

.9392 .8s26 .8201 .7896 .8833 1.0000
rN1519 .8720 .7889 .8060 .7558 . B5s4 . BB94 1.0000
syl.519 .8006 .6997 .8299 .7996 .840t . 8086 .8353

1.0000

Table 6. correlation matrix with n of 1lB (categories). A1l values
of r rvere signifícant beyond the .01 level.
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For reliability

of category dístribution,

a spliE-half (or odd-and-

even) analysis was conducted, correlatÍng the textual analysÍs of every

other word in the content uniE samples beginning with the first word,
with that of every other word beginning with the second. This procedure
was adopted in order to account for the possibility

of sarnpling error

(see Table 7).
The uniformly high positive correlation coefficients in Table

6

suggested that the 118 categories had approximately the same relative

position ín the distribution of potency figures across all values of the
tÍme and targeË rvord variables.

The results, therefore, indicated that

early American psychologísts shared largely the same general conceptual
understanding of íntellígence

r¿hen

writÍng on the subject. üIhether the

word inEellÍgence of any of its synonyms was used as the target word,

obtained correlations ü/ere sígnificant beyond the .01 level.

Thís

Ëhe

was

also Ëhe case when the synonyms for Period 1 were compared with those of
Period 2. While these synonyms \^Iere not the same for each períod (see

p. 41 above), the results suggestedo sinee all were synonymous with
intelligence, that their use did not alter the generally símilar understanding of the subject as revealed in the docurnents sampled. DisLribu-

tÍons of poÈency figures associated with all values of the time variable,
including the two most widely separated (1890-1894179L5-1919), røere also
significantly

correlated.

In the documents sampled, the data indicated that early American
psychologÍsts r,¡ríting about íntelligence frequently associated the use

Intelligence
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Table

Reliability

7

of Text Samples for Each Value of

Lhe Time and Target inlord Variables

Time and target rvord

1'able

7

Reliability

rN9094

.8613

sY9

94

.7732

rN95 99

.8s62

sY9599

. ö¿L+ J

rNl014

.90I4

sYl014

.9115

rN]519

. 9158

sY1519

.807 4

0

ôô,

I

0dd-and-even analysis for category distribution

relíabi1íty

(9=118).

All values of r

significant beyond the .01 level.

\"/ere
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of Ëhat r^¡ord closely with such concepts as thinking, memory,

Icnowled.ge,

rational processes, understandíng, and awareness. Each of these

words

and phrases is coded under the category rDEA, whích was the most fre-

quently coded category in all of the eight text samples. They also
many words and phrases coded

into the caLegory

FORM,

used

which contains

t'references to structures and configurations
both of a concrete and

an

abstract nature" (Laffal, 1973, p. 23). such ideas as those rerated to
shapes, forms, p1ans, policies, theories, etc. are coded into this
category. Again, the category MOTV appeared frequently; ídeas related
to rrmotivational and feeling sLates, predÍlections and responsibÍlíties:
(taffa1, L973 , P. 26) were often used inròlose association with intelligence and its synonyms. The results in Tabte 6 suggested Ëhat, to
approximately the same degree, the relatÍve potency of the ll3 categories
was Ëhe same duríng the periods investigated.

overall, then, the

conceptual understanding of intelligence among American psychologísts

i¡as the same in 1919 as ít was in 1890.
The fact that íntelligence was used in common parlance Ín 1890,

but had become, in addition, a psychological concept by 1919-and. índeed
by 1910-was dÍscussed earlier (see Chapter 1). The relative stability
of the general use of this rvord over a particularly eventful 3O-year
period ís intriguíng. rs this a characteristic, one feels impelled to
ask, of any more of psychology's multiËude of conmon parlance words?
T^re stí11 use such words as ttpersonalÍLyrtrttbehaviourrtr',learningrttand
"conseiousnessr" for example, in rvays whose general stability

has

Do
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remained constant over the last one hundred years? And horv do present

psychologÍsts use inte11ígence in their documents?

It would be very short-síghted to suggest that none of the research
that has been conducted in any of these areas has had a significant impact
on the ways in which these words are generally used by presenl-day psycho-

logists.

A more fruitful

ways Ín which intelligence,

avenue to explore would be a comparison of the

personalit.y, etc. have been used in

documents

written on the one hand, for popular consumption, and on the other, for
professional communication. By and large, when any group is having a
conversatíon in rvhích the words "intelligencer"

"behavíourrrl and t'person-

alityrr are used, there is a general agreement about rrrhat those
mean. A psychologist in the group

may have

a more precise and a

sophistícated understanding of those words, but they are stÍll
coûlmon

words
more

used in

parlance. Arr examination of the characLerístícs of the semantÍc

fields surrounding these words as Ëhey are used in

corn¡non

parlance,

as

well as in professional documents, could illustraËe certain differences
between these groups. If professional psychologists do use these vrords

with more conceptual precision, this could be demonstrated in a comparatÍve study, using Laffalrs ínstrument. It could be predicted that,
while the two groupst general category profiles r.iould be significantly
correlated, the psychological texts
the popular texts.

made use

of fern¡er categories than

If the predictions \¡rere confirmed by the results

obtained, ít would be possible, and very interesting, to examine the
direction of any comparative conceptual restraint ín psychological

Intelligence
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documents.

The assessment of Ëhe relative potency of the categorÍes in the

distribution of frequencies permitted responses to questions

posed

earlier (see p. 33) to be advanced. By and large, the parameters of
the semantic field surrounding intelligence in the documents sampled
were delineated by the results.

As noted above, the contextual as-

sociates of intelligence and of its synonyms \¡/ere approximately the
same; \,¡e appear, therefore, to be dealing with just one semantic field.
One

of the four questions advanced earlier related to Lhe characteris-

tics of the semantic field surroundÍng intelligence ín the

documents

sampled. In order to explore this question, some of the rov¡s of category frequencies across the time and targeE rvord variables were examined

This examination suggested that

some row

differences could

l¡e

isol-ated. The fourteen highest frequency categories v/ere ranked on the
basis of the highest low frequency proportíonal scores across the eight
profíles (for an illustration
The

of this ranking procedure, see Table B).

highest frequency categories were selected for this analysis

because

the scores reflected the number of times rdords in the sample t,exts were
coded into the different categories.

The highest frequency scores thus

represented concepts which appeared most ofËen in close associatíon r^ii¡h

the Larget words. It was felt that an examination of the categoríes
most frequently associated with the targeË words could provide

some

interesÈíng ínformation. The absence, or occasional apperance only,

of

some

of the ll8 categories is, of course, another interesting feature
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Table

Illustration

t

of Category Rankings

Proportional Frequencies in Profile

Category

Rank

B

rN9094 SY9094 rN9599 SY9599 rN1014 Sy1014 rN15l9

10.3 10.s

7.6

6"1

7.4

IDEA

10.9 10.0

Sy1519

5.9

2

3.3

3.s

3.4

3.7

4.2

2.4

2.3

2.3

2.L

2.L

1.8

3.2

3.3

2.2

2.r

1.9

MOTV

3
VARY

Table B. Three highest categories ranked for proportional frequency.
IDEA was ranked //1 because

the lowest proportion figure

6.r, the highest of any low propor,tion.

MOTV r¿as

was

il2 (next of

the lowesr proportional frequencies of 2.3); vARy ranked /13
with its lowest proportional high frequency of 1,8.
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of the conceptual understanding of iirtelligence in these documents.
Holvever, it was decided to focus this discussion on v¡hat appeared often;

in other words, what appeared to have been rather than what appeared not
to have been. The top fourteen (rather than 10r 20, etc.) were selected
because they appeared to form a defínable block in terms of the frequency

scores; the lowest high frequency per

ro\.v

declined to figures well belor¿

I per cent after the fourteenth highest frequency category.
Proportíonal scores rather than frequencies were used in this
analysis because of the differences Ín text sample sizes betweeen Period
1 and Period 2. These proportíonal scores rrere used to calculate
total of 392 differences ín proportions, expressed as z scores.

a

The

proportion scores for all comparísons for the fourteen categories
graphed (see Figure 1) lo provide an illustratíon

were

of the direction of

frequency changes that occurred. 118 of the z scores calculated were

significant at, or beyond, Ëhe .05 level.
Some

of these significant differences in proportions have been

isolated for discussion. In relation to the category
which appeared íntuitively

EDUC,

for example,

to be highly relevant to the conceptual focus

of this study, significanL z scores were obtaíned when each frequency
score for
category

ing.

EDUC r.ras

EDUC

compared

wíth that for syrionyms in 1915-1919.

The

incorporates "references to educatíon, learning, and teach-

Included are such ideas as schools and students; scholarshíp

and

erudition; teachíng and trainíng" (Laffal, L973, p. 22). The paËtern
of the z scores in Fígure 1 shows the direction these frequency scores
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took over time. There appeared to be some decrease d.uríng the rB90's,
with a rise ín the second half of the

d.ecade when synonyms rvere the

target r^¡ords. A siinílar pattern appeared durÍng the second decade of
the 20th Century, with a very marked increase, again r,rhere synonynls

.ç,¡ere

the target words, durÍng 1915-1919. These results give rise to a host
of as yet

unansr,¿ered

questions. htry do we appear to have an increase in

concepts coded into the category

EDUC

in 1895-1899, and again in 1915-

L9r9? These increases only occurred in the documenLs sampled when
synonyms were

the target words. There did not appear to be any evid.ence

overall that systematic differences between the use of intellígence

and

the use of synonyms as the Ëarget words vrere present ín the documents.
Perhaps, and for reasons that al:e as yet undetermined, there r{as

a

relative upsurge during Ehese two five-year periods in relating discussions of mental abilíty,

i.e.,

of synonyns, etc., to the education

process. rË has been argued (peterson, Lg26) that interest ín mental
testÍng ín the United States declined during the last few years of the
nineteenth century and the first few of the tr¿entieth century. This
possible declÍne would not have been detected. in this study, since
eruphasis has not been placed on frequency of reference to the concepË

ínte1lígence, buL rather, on how psychologists wrote about it.

sources

considering the hÍstory of the child-study movement in America (e.g.,
senn, L975; sears, r975), have suggested that, whire psychologists paid

less aËËenËion to menËal testíng during this time, edueators did notit is conceivable Ëhat Ëhe first increase ín concepËs cod.ed inËo EDUC
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could be attributed partty to such a possibility.

IË would be interest-

íng to comPare the frequency of the use of the word íntellÍgence between
psychologists and educators-did the latter group use synonyms more
frequently? (It r^IÍ11 be remembered that such journals as pedagogical
Serrinary and American Journal of Educatíon \^rere researched. for articles

reiative to this study-whether the authors \^/ere psychologísts, ed.ucators,
or educatíonal psychologists was not explored.)
It was more difficult
in potency for

EDUC

Ín the

to arrive at an explanatíon for the increase
SY1519

ce1l.

It could be rhat the extensive

work with Army recruits during this time period was an operative factor;

ít certaÍnly appears to be r¿orth further invest.igation.

rt has been

suggested (Peterson, L926; young, 1923) that the results of the Alpha

tests gave rÍse to extensive discussion of the education system,

among

oËher things.

Another interesting paËtern of differences appeared in relation to

the category

MOTV,

defined by Laffal (1973, p. 26) as: "References to

motivational and feeling states, predilections and responsibilities.
The underlying ideas relate to:

wishing and wanting; preferrÍng

and

choosing; risks and attempts; oblígations and cofiur-iltments; basic moti-

vations such as hunger and thirst;
sensitÍvities."

concern and attention; attitudes

and

SígnificanË z scores were found for every comparison

with the proportional frequency score for rNlOl4 (inËelligence, l9l0f914). What characteristics of the documents on intelligence that

were

writËen during this five-year period led to such a marked difference in
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Ëhat partícular conceptual area? In relation Ëo the other high frequency

categories, the rNl0l4 sample díd not feature either more, or 1ess,
prominently ín the occurrence of significant differences in proportions

(for the list
that

some

of signífícant z scores, see Table 9).

One

possibiliry is

of the effecËs of Freudian theories r,¡ere startíng to be re-

flected in discussions of intellígence betweeen 1910 and LgL4.
It was reported earlier that the category IDEA was the most potent
ín relation to the use of both target words during both time periods.
YeE an

investigation of . Table 9 reveals that this relative potency was

híghest during 1890-1894, and for the

Ëwo

cells SY10l4 and INt5t9, wíth

a significant decrease for SY1519. To some extent significant differences
in proportíon in relation to other categories seem to compensate for the
periodic decreases found in relation to IDEA; for example (see Table 9),
the categories GRUP, POI^IR, and perhaps EDUC. Inlords like I'abilíty," for
example, are coded into POtrIR; "class" is coded

GRUP

EDUC. rt is possÍble

Èhat some of the ideas advanced in relation to the category

reflected in

some

EDUC

of the differences detected in the potency of

are

rDEA.

Clearly, all the groups of significant differences within caËegories gi-ve rise to a large number of interesting research possibilities.
The results make it possíble, and legítimate, to advance a number of

hypotheses related to characËeristics of the texts, or of any number of
oËher factors, which may have accounted for some of these dífferences.

rt would be interesting t.o focus on auËhorshÍ-p, or author groupÍngs,
a varíable; could any of Ëhe differences in relaËion to the category

as
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Table

Signifícant

z

9

Scores for Proportional DÍfferences

i^líthin 14 Highest Ranked Categories

Category
TRUE

z Score

Comparison

IDEA

rN9599/SYl014

5

rN9599/SY9s99

1 a1

rN9094/ SY95

99

¿.J+

rN1014 / rNl51

2.40

rN9094 / SYr014

3.02

2.7

rN9094 / SYl014

4.03

sY9094/SY9s99

2.44

9

99l SYr014

sY95

9

9/ rNl014

')

4

.)^

sY9094 /

) 7)

rN9094 / rN1o14

3

svg094 / rNl014

2.89

rN95 99 / rNr014

3. 06

sY]014/ rN1014

¿. J¿

rN1519/ rNl014

2.56

sYl519/ rNl014

2.4L

rNl519

sY9094 / SYl014

.06

.50

7q,
3.93

9

4

.5r

sYl519/rN1519

2

.69

sYl519/SYr014

3. 70

sY9599/SYl519

2

rN95

sY95

9

9/ rNl51

99l rNl51

.6I

9

5.22

sY9599/SYl014

6.L9

sY1014 / rNl 014

2.48

rN9094/ rN95

99

2.I4

3.33

rN9094/rNI014

4.06

sY9094/SY9599

)Lq

rN9094/ SYl0t4

3.L7

sY9s99/rNl519

3.04

rN9094 /

rNlsr9

4.75

sY9599/SYl519

¿.tJ

rN9094/SYl519

sY10r4

/sYl519

rNls19/

SY1519

3

.08

3

.19
GRUP

EVNT

z Score

2.40

sYl014/rNr519

FORM

Comparison

rNl519

rN959 9/

sY95

MOTV

Category

rN9094 /

SY9 094

J.OJ
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Category Comparison
GRUP SY9O94/IN9599
(conr'd) SY9O94/rN10f4

z

Score

Ca

tegory
TIME

sY9599/SY1519 2.29

4.ss

(cont'd)

rN1014/rN1519 2.45

3.72

sY9094/rNl519

3.30

sY9094 / SYl5l

4.33

rN1519/SY1519 2.29
CRUX

rN95

9

9/ rNl014

Score

2.70

sY9094 / SYl 014

9

Comparison z

,

rN9094/rN1s19 2.22

10

sY9s99/rNl014

3.38

sY9599 I SY1014

2.44

sY95 99 / rN151 9

1. 98

sY9599 / SYls19

3

sY9094/rN9599 2.27

sY9094/SY9599 2.87

rN9599/rN1014 2.08
rN9599/SY1014 2.74

sY9599/rN1014 2.69

.13

sY9599/sYl014 3.30

TrvfE

rN9094/SYr014

2

.57

sY9s99/rN1s19 2.34

rN9094/rNl519

3

.64

sY10r4/sY1519

sY9094/rNl014

2.89

sY9094/ SY1014

4.06

sY9094 / rNl 51 9

5.04

sY9094 / SYr5r9

3

rN9599/rNr014

2.38

rN9599/ SYl014

3

.60

rN9599/rNl5l9

4

.62

rN9599/ SYl519

2.53

rNr014

¿. L4

99l SYr014

3.38
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sY9s 99 /
sY95

sY9599/rNl519

1.98

sY1s19/rN9094 3.74
sY1519/SY9094 4.40

sY1519/rN9599 4.r7

.03

sY1519/SY9599 2.58
sY1519/SY1014 2.57

sY1519/rNl519

2.57

rNls19/SY9094

2.OB

sY1014/SY9094 2.08

4

.4L

rN9094/rNl014
POl'iR

2.L5

sY1519/rN9094 3.51
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Table 9 (cont'd)

Category
POWR
(cont'd)

MALE

10

z Score

Comparíson

Category

Comparison

z Score

sY9094/rNgs99 2.35

sYr519/SY9094

J./¿

SY1519/IN9599

L.JJ

a ta

sY9094/rN1014 2.69

sYls19/SY9s99

2.38

sY9094/SY10l4 2.59

sY15r9/SYl014

2.32

sY9094/rN1519 3.59

SY1014/rN9094

3.02

sYl014 / sY9094

4.53

sYl014/rN9s99

4.78

sYl014 / sY959

9

3. 84

sY1014/rN1014

3.4L

sY1014 /rN1519

3.84

sY1014/ SY1s19

2.82

EVER

sY9094/SYl519 4.45
rN1519/rN9094 2.29
rNl519/SY9094 3.59
rNl519/SY9599 2.07
sY1519/rN9094 3.26
sYIs19/SY9094 4.45

sYt5r9/rN9599

2.44

sY1519/SY9599 3.05

YNG

SY9094/SY1014

3

sY9599/SYl014

2.5L

/ rN1 014

r.97

rN9094/ SYr014

2.70

rN9s 99 /

2.35

sY9 59

9

SY9 094

.51

rN9599/rN9094

3

.09

rN9s99/SY9599

3

.25

rN9599/rNr0r4

4.77

rN9599/sYl014

5.19

rN9599/rNrsrg

4

rNgs

9

9/ SYr5l9

.88

3. 68

sY1519/il{1014

2.06

sY1519/SY1014 2.63
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for example, be accounted for by comparing applied wíth experi-

mental psychologísts? one major problem r¿hich has, up Ëo nor\r, argued

convincingly against defining such groups a priori has been the problem

of arriving at satisfactory definitions.

Basíng these on specific

and

empirically derived text characterÍstics, however, would appear to

be

both persuasive, and equally important, replicable.

Historians of psychology have frequently displayed interest in the
master-pupÍl relationship in early American psychology (see, for example,
Boring & Boring, 1948). Efforts have been made to chart such a patt.ern

of continuity as an explanatory tool.

Irrhile a consj-derable amount of the

necessary archival materíal ís available, these efforts,

nevertheless,

have not been very convincíng. How persuasively can one argue that
Goddard's understanding of intelligence in the r92Ots, for example, can

be largely accounted for by the fact that he was a student of Cattelrs
some

fÍfteen years earlíer?

Alternatively, it has been suggested

by

more than one historian of psychology (sarbit, 1980; Reisman, 1966), that
Goddard and Healy

posítions.

dealt rvith intelligence from two widely differiúg

Goddard was,

much more emphasis on

by and large, a eugenicíst, and Healy placed

the effects of an Índividual's social, ed.ucational

and medical environment. The results of stage I of this study suggest

that. it r*rould be possible, by examining some of the characteristics of

the semantic field surrounding the use of intelligence by these men, to
explore this issue empirically.

More generally, these results províde

the researcher with a sense of direction when attempting to conduct

Intelligence
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resear-ch Ín the hístory of psychology. They suggest that some aspects

of such research can be conducted ernpirÍcally; both a sense of dÍrection
and a useful empirical procedure are features of research in the area

which, outside the narrative hístoríes that plague our discipline,

have

been sorely lacking.
The category profile

comparisons provided evidence thac the rela-

tive potency of all categories were significantly

correlated over tíme,

Írrespective of r,¡hether intelligence or íËs temporally relevant

synonyms

r¡/ere the tatgeL words. The category proportíons dífferences demonstrated

by the signifícant z scores indicated that the categories in Laffal's
insËrument are potentially useful variables.

These results suggested

that the exploratory methodology developed for thís study was able to
isolate

some

significant conceptual differences in documents written

by

early Ameriean psychologists l¡/hen consideríng the concept intelligence.

Intelligence
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Chapter
Use

4

of the Merhodology in Hypothesis Testing:

Stage

2

The general purpose of the study up to this point has been, when

considering documents by early American psychologists contaÍning discussions of intelligence,

to devise an exploratory methodology v¡hich

could provide some empirically derived ansv/ers to the question "what,
not necessarily explicit, is contained in these documents?'r The results

of Stage 1 indicated that the general conceptual understand.ing of intelligence among early American psychologists r^¡as largely the same during
the 1890rs. Investigation of individual categories in LaffaLrs instrument for differences in proportion indicated that many of these

significant,

r¿ere

suggesËing that a number of semantic field characteristics

(i.e.'

categories) r"rere different across values of the time and Larget
word-rvariables. ùr the basis of these results, stage 2 of. the study
was designed in an attempË to demonstraËe the use of this methodology

in hypothesis testing.

Historical introduction
Tn relation to efforts by psychologísts both to explain the nature

of intelligence, and to define it., "there has beenr" accord.Íng to Tuddenham (1968), "a more or less continuous Donnybrook of ríval vierss Ín
which any number of theorísts could and did joÍn Ín. " No one has
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seriously challenged l,lechslerrs statement (1958) that
Some psychologists have come to doubt r,¡hether these laborious
analyses have contributed anythíng fundamentar to our understanding of intel1Ígence while others have come to the equally
dísturbing conclusion that the term intelligence, as no\r'
employed, is so ambiguous that it ougìrt to be discarded. altogether. Psychology no\4r seems to find ítself in the paradoxicar pdsition of devising and advocating tests for measuring
intelligence and then dÍsclaiming responsibility for them by
asserting that 'tnobody knows what the word. reallv means. "
The most useful point to focus on appears to be ,rot ,,-or,.t the r¿ord

really means," but, rather, "when psychologÍst X used the word intellígence,
how was
embed

it used?"; "rvithin what linguístic

the word when wrÍtíng about it?"

context did psychologist x

The evidence of the present study

uP to thís poÍnt has suggested that the broad parameters of this linguistic

conËext l^rere generally the same over a period of time in America when the
word intelligence moved from its position as a conìmon parlance term to

that of a psychological concept.

I^Iithin those parameters, however, there

were nany differences.

some

Isolating

of those dÍfferences in relation

to, sâY, psychologÍst X, could put a researcher ín the position of being
able to dran¿ some inferences about what psychologist X meant when using
the word intellígence.

Up to nor^¡, the focus of historÍans has Ëended to

be analogous to a (non-empÍrícal) investigation of "between groups

differences"; comparatively little

attention has been paid. to dÍfferences

'\¡ithin groups." with this point and the results of stage 1 in mind., it
r'¡as decided

that Stage 2 would investigate

some

specifíc characteristics

of the semantic fíeld surrounding intelligence as ít appeared in

d.ocuments

¡¿ritÈen by tr,ro American psychologísts consídered Ín hísËory of psychology
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texls Lo be representative of different and often contradictory phÍlosophies and Ídeas about the subject.

The two psychologists selected

were H.H. Goddard and I^lilliam Healy.

Neither Goddard nor Healy

r,,/as

an academíc psychologÍst. From

1906

to l91B Goddard r¿as the Director of Psychological Research at the Vineland rraÍning School in

New

Jersey, wllich provided. service to mental

retardates. Healy \,/as a psychÍatrist who, in 1909, became the Director
of the JuvenÍle Psychopathic Institute ín Chicago which
itself

primarily with delinquent children.

Goddard was

concerned.

the first American

to translate Bínet's 1908 measurÍng scale for intelligence,

and. according

to many sources, became its ardent advocate (Tuddenham, L96B; Fink, 1938,
pp. 219-239; Reisman, L966, p.105; sarbit, 19g0). The narure of his
advocacy-and this point does not necessarily relate to his enthusiasúwas that he considered obÈaining a certain score on this one intelligence

test to be, in effect, the defining characterist,ic of feeblemindedness
(Sarbit, 1980). Goddard vras not alone in this positÍon; rhe American
Association for the Study of the Feebte-Mínded. recommended, in 1910, that
diagnosËic classifícation

Ir did

of retardates be based on Binet men¡al ages.

suggest that oríginal diagnoses be established on the basis

of additional criteria,

buË Reisman (1966, p. 121) has claimed. rhat "rn

practice, however, the idea of social incompetence tended to be neglected
and mental age became the major críterion for making the diagnosis."
Gíven that íntelligence,

at this time,

qTas

generally seen as

a

function of heredity, r+ith only lip service paíd to environmental facËors,
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the unidimensional approacll to such diagnosis and classification is not
surprising.

Goddard undoubtedly

contributed strong support to this

posítion with his successful study on The Kallikak Family (L}LZ). In rhe
conclusion of this book he stated (by hís

or,¡n

admissÍon, dogmatically):

Feeblemindedness is hereditary and transmitted as surely as any
other character. trrie cannot successfully cope with these conditions
until Iùe recognize feeble-mÍndedness and its hereditary nature, .

(p.

r17)

rn an earl-ier paper (1911), Goddard devoted
ronment list'r

t\47o

paragraphs to an "envi-

of causes of feeble-mindedness. After specifying that

many

of these \¡rere not causes, but only "popularly thought" to be so, he concluded:

But all these causes combíned are small compared to the oDê causeheredity. The vast majority of feeble-minded persons are so because
parent or grandparent was feeble-minded and there is true inheritance.
The points that have been advanced here in relation to Goddardrs
somewhat

less than complex attitudes towards mental testing, and his

understandíng of íntelligence as a hereditary factor, are well-documented in numerous historical

sources. In none of his publications that

dealt eíther with theoretical or practical considerations of mental
testing did he mention (or use) any test other than Binet's (e.g.,

Goddard.,

1911, I9LI-L2, I9I2, L9L2-L3a, 1912-13b).
The position of WillÍan Healy with regard to these areas has been

less extensively researched, but is noÈ ctifficult
wrÍtíngs.

to detect in his

ovm

By and large Healy has been passed over by historians of

psychology; in Boring (1950)-undoubtedly the most thoroughly documenred

of our narrative histories-Hea1y is mentioned twice, each time in

a
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passing sentence (p. 569, p. 733). Reisman (1966) considered him ro

extent but the most detailed accounts of his rvork, his philosophy,

some

and

the nature of his influence appear in texts dealing v7íth delinquency

and

the history of criminology.

All of these sources make clear statements pointing to a major
influence that Healy had on attítudes towards intellígence.

In relation

to a book Healy published in 1915, Reisman (1966, p. 130) stated thar "ir
was eminently successful in influencing legal authoríties and others to

dÍscard organic and hereditary concepts of etiology in favor of environmental and psychological explanations.rr (See also Fink, 1938, pp. 239251; Hawes, I97L, pp. 250-262.) In a letter Healy vrrote, in 1909, to

Julia Lathrop, who was President of the Institute he directed, he stated
that, for the projected study of juveníles in Chicago's detention

homes,

"The examination would have to involve all possible facLs about herediLy,

environment, antenatal and postnatal history, etc.t' (quoted in
L97L, p.250).

Some

Hawes,

three years later, when a second study was being

suggested, he expanded the same point (Healy ,

LSLZ)

z "The study that is

necessary is that of the r^rhole human indivÍdual rvhich íncludes all things

that are likely to have influence upon the formation of character

and

conduct." The significance of Healyts position, when one is ínterested
in comparing ít .wíth Goddardts, is trvofold.
First, Goddard stated emphatícally and repeatedly that the cause of
delinquency lras feeble-mindedness. rn one article
he maintained that

(Goddard

,

J.9L2-L3) ,
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have the fact before us that 80"Á of the children ín the
Juvenile Courts Iof Manhattan and the Bronx] are feeble-minded.
. They come before the court because they have impulses
which they, because of their defectíve mind, are unable to
control.
I^le

In direct contrast to such a claÍm, Healy (L9L4) stated that
rt is most dangerous to proceed to rendering diagnosis or prognosis without knorvledge of the individualrs background in
heredity, developmental history and social environment.
Besides arguing consístently for the signÍfícance of environmental

factors in relation to causes of delinquency, Healy was also able to
poÍnt clearly to the 1ogíca1 fallacy embraced by Goddard's position.
rrTas

He

not surprised, he said, to find that a higher proportion of mental

defectÍves \^las found among delinquents; "obviously the brighter ones are
handled under probation, are found positions, and succeed better on the

outsÍde because they have more foresíght and learn better by experience"

(Healy, L9L4). un1íke Goddard, Healy noted that the heredirary intelligence proposed by the eugenícists and tested by the Bi-net scales was not
necessarily the same thing as the intellígence measured by these scales.
The second point to which Healy's statement in the 1912 article

gives

rise when hís position is being compared \,rith that of Goddard., bears

on

their respective attitudes towards Binetts mental test.

\^/e

Godd.ard,, as

have seen' \^/as an enthusíastic advocate of Binetrs scales as being able

to províde the def initive ans\ver he sought. Healy both advocated,

and

used, a v¡ide variety of mental tests (Healy, r9r4; see also 1913-14):

rn the present state of our knowledge concerning meEhods,
discreËion is needed in the selection of tests. Those

In
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primari-ly adapted to one group
social or age group.

may

not be varid for another

I^Iith regard Eo Binetts test in partícular, he argued agaÍnst its ex-

clusÍve use as the method of mental evaluation on the grounds that it,
líke many others being formulaled, was (at that time) a language test.
As such, he felt it to be unfaír unless its use rvas combined wíth

others to evaluate perception, mental imagery, self-control,
to learn by experience, etc.

ability

Neither was he satisfied that tests

established for children \^rere equally valid for adults.
These may not have been the only areas in which Healy and Goddard

at odds, buc do appear to have been the major ones. rn the most
detailed comparative study of both available to date (sarbít, 1980),
\,rere

Healyrs inductive, idiographíc research procedures rrere contrasted

with Goddard's interest ín normative data and theories ancl his deductive approach. The unidimensional posítion of Goddard rvith regard to
both testing instruments and the causality of delinquency was compared
wíth Healyrs insistence on multiple causation and his use of
diagnostíc instruments, Íncluding the case history.
poínts of difference between Healy

and. Goddard

many

Any of these

could be reflected in

the rvays in v¡hich each of these pioneer figures in psychology used the
word intelligence in their documents. Some of the variables derived
from stage I of this study \¿ere used for the purpose of examining

some

of the semantíc field characterísrícs surrounding the word intellÍgence
when it was used by Goddard, and by Healy. on the basis of historical

arguments found in the sources discussed above, it ruas possible to
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formulate hypotheses using certaÍn of. Laffalts conceptual categories
as variables.

It ivas proposed that such a study could both ciemonstrate

the use of the methodology beíng developed and provide empírical suppor¡
for

some

theoretical arguments advanced by hisLorians with regard. to

dífferences between Goddard and Healy.
There \,¡ere, clearly, a number of apparent differences between
Goddard and Healy, âDy

of which could be detected in their use of

intelligence in written documents. It was decided that Stage 2 would
focus on just one of these areas of difference:

to measurement, and by association, to precision.

that related to method,
These three v¡orcls

are each coded into different conceptual categories: method is
FORM; measurement

coded

is coded MSMT, and precision is coded SHRP. Laffal's

definitions of each of these categories are presented below:
FORM:

References to structures and configurations both of
a concrete and abstract nature. The kinds of ideas
in FORM are: shapes and forms; plans and policies;
doctrine and theory; construction and configuration;
maps and charts; rituals and ceremonies (Laffa1,
L973, p. 23)

IISMT:

References to measurement and instruments of
measurement (Laffal, I973, p. 26)

SHRP:

References to sharp edges, points and precision.
Included are such ideas as: knives and cutting;
accuracy and clarity; concentrating and focussing
(Laffal, L973, p. 28).

rt

r^¡as

predicted that all three of these categories r,¡ould be

significantly

more potent in associaËion with Healy's considerations

of intelligence than they rvould be with Goddard's.
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Method
One

of the eight time periods ínvestigated in Stage I was selected

for this second stage. I^lhile there v/ere no overall time díf ferences
detected in Stage I when entire profiles

T¡rere compared,

the differences

in proportion established with z scores revealed many when attentíon
was focussed on individual categories.

sibility

In order to eliminate the pos-

of time intruding as a confounding variable, just one period--

1910-1914--Ttas selected. A number of relevant documents published by

each of the two authors in this time period were isolated.

cases the dates of publicatÍon were fairly

rn both

evenly distributed over the

five-year perÍod. Six of Goddard's documents vrere selecËed randomly
from the list

of pri-mary sources compíled for stage 1 of the study.

Healyrs prímary focus was del-inquency rather than feeblemindedness,
and he made comparatively few references to intelligence or its synonyms in his publications.

0f eleven articles wrítten by Healy between

1910 and L9r4, eight were found to contain uses of the target word and

were used as the sample of texts represenEing Healy. Three of Goddardrs
documenÈs

contained tr.¡o uses of the target word, one contained Ëhree,

and one more \¡/as found in the sixth document. rn trvo of Healyrs

articles two conÈent units were isolated, r^¡ith one each Ín the remaining six.
Both íntelligence and its s)monyms were selecled. as the target

word" The results obtained in Stage 1 indicated that both synonyms of
intelligence, and intelligence itself , lrere ernbedded within generally
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simíIar linguistic

contexts. However, to prevent the possibilÍty of

any bias íntruding, the number of times either intelligence or its
was selected was the same for each author. Ten examples of

synon)ryns

the use of the target word were isolated for analysis in each set of
documents, six of intelligence and four of its synonyms.
The instrument used for textual analysis v¡as the slightly

less

sensitive 1973 edition of Laff.arrs contextual Associates. The difference between this and the 1979 version used both in Stage l and in
Ehe three studies in Appendices 1, 2 and 3, does not relate to the
number or the definitions of the categories,

the number of words in his dicti-onary (i.e.,

In Laffatts 1973 ed.ition,
words with assigned

categories) was 23,500. rn the 1979 editíon, 42,228 categorised
entries were used (Laffal, L979, p.323).

word

The 1973 version has been

found useful in a number of studíes, including one which focussed
documents
1980)

written duríng the nineteenth centuïy

(Hyman & shephard,

. The procedure r.¡hich dírects its use is identical to that f or

the 1979 versíon.
Three hypotheses rùere advanced:

1.

That the potency of the category

FORI,{

Ín Healyrs

texts would be signÍficantly stronger than in
Goddard

)

on

ts.

That the potency of the category MSMI in Healy's

texts r,¡ould be significantly
Goddard I s.

stronger than in

Intelligence
3.

That the potency of the category

texts would be significantly

SHRp

in Healy's

stronger than in

Goddard I s .

In all three cases the data were analysed by testing for differences
in proportÍon using a z score.

Results and Discussion

0f the three z scores calculated,

t\"ro were

.01 level (see Table 10). The caregory

FORM

signifícant beyond

was significantly

more

potent in Healy's documents in close assocíation with intelligence
its synon¡rms, as

r.ùas

Ehe

and

the caÈegory sHRp. There \,/as no significant dif-

ference between the two psychologists witrr regard. to the potency of the
conceptual category MSMT.

Table

10

Differences Ín Proportion for 3 Categories ín Goddard and Healy Texts
Potency Figures
Category
FORM
SHRP
MSMT

Healy

80
10

Goddard

z

Score

2.86

I

2,74
1. 01
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FORM. As the fÍgures in Table lOindicated, at no time in the texts
sampled dÍd Goddard use words rvhich would have been codecl into this

category. Heary, however, frequently used words such as "method,"
ttmodel
,t"'patternr" and t'logícal .tt For example, in one of the content
units coded (from l{ealy, L9L4), he was cautioning against indiscreet
and uncritical

selection of tests of intelligence:

"rn the present

state of our knowledge concerning methods . . . ." Iitalics
irrhen he used

added].

the words "model" and "pattern" he was examíning critically

the proposed efficacy of certain tests--none of which, incidentally,
were taken from Binet's scales. These empirícally derived. results

tend to confírm the hístorical arguments advanced by sarbit (1980),
Reísman (L966), Finlc (1938), and Hawes (r97r) rhar Healy r^ras unwilling

to regard dÍagnostic procedures unidimensionally. rn a
conducËed

symposium

by Seashore in 1916 he reaffi_rmed his position:

In young individuals and among the lower feebleminded we
grade by Binet, plus school work and a few other simpl-e
tests. rn al1 other instances r,¡e feel the urgent necessity
of using a wide range of tests for special abilities, which,
we find, begin to vary so greatly at lO years or so of age.
These often have much more signifícance for social irnplications than any age-1evel test.
Hearyrs posÍtion stands in marked contrast to Goddardrs. For the
same symposium, Goddard

sent a letter to seashore, in which his rather

unqualífied acceptance of the one test (Binet,s) rvas made very clear:
cannot get a\{ay and never will get away from the mental
1eve1s as establíshed by Binet. you will perhaps ask, as
others have, ruhy I hold so solidly to BineL.
I have
found from nearly ten years living wíth the feeble-mínded.
that Binet \^/as correct in his theorles of the feeble-minded

trnie
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and of Ëheir psychology, to a much greater extent than is
given Eo mosË mortals (Seashore, 1916).

It must be remembered that Goddard worked with the feeble-minded,
and Healy with delínquents. The requirements of their professional
commitments

rqith regard to both diagnosís and treatment

\^/ere

not the

same, a position which could be advanced quite persuasively as

explanatÍon for their different ideas about mental testing.

some

The

purpose of this study has not been, however, to either defend, justify,

or perhaps even explain, these differences.

The inEent, rather, has

been to demonstrate the usefulness of Ëhe methodology developed, and

provide evidence that it can be used both to develop and explore
eùpírica11y historical arguments based on a body of primary data.

SHRP. The sígnificantly

stronger potency of this category in the

analysis of Healy's texts provided addítional support for the argument
that Healy paid more attention than Goddard to methodological issues.
The words coded into thls cat.egory (".g.,

"perception," "points,"

"graphic scoringt') were used, on investÍgatÍon of the content units,
in relation to assessments of testing procedures (e.g., llealy, LgL4,
1911). Both the categories

FORM

and

SHRP

clearly Íncorporate concepts

which one r,rould expect to find closely associated with a critical

focus

on method and test desígn in a consideration of intelligence.

I'fsMr. The hypothesís that a signifÍcant dífference

beËween

Goddard and Healy would be found with regard to the potency of this

category \üas not supported. The logic which led to the formulation of

this hypothesis related, once again, to Healy's apparent emphasis on

a
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r^ride range

of dÍagnostic procedures, compared to Goddardts use of just

one. The results suggested that both psychologists used words ¡¿hich
would be coded into this category to approximately the same degree; and

that

MSI'flI

did not discrimínate signíficantly between the sernantic fíeld

characteristics within which either writer

embedded

inËelligence or Íts

synon)rms. Referral to the definition of this category (see p. B0)

indicates that references to all measurements would be coded into
irrespective of whether just one, or
or referred to.

marì.y

types, \ùere being discussed

This positíon had, in fact, directed against formula-

ting a hypothesis predicting that Èhe category
cantly more potent in Healyts text.
TRUE;

MSMT

TRUE

would be signÍfi-

The word "test" is coded into

it had been felc that since this category did not discriminate

between types of tests, an hypothesis could not be derived logically

for its differential

potency.

This argument could, perhaps, be considered to account for the
failure of the hypothesís regarding
However, thís, it is felt,

ability

MSMT

to be confirmed. by the data.

must be considered very tentatively.

rn-

to reject the null hypothesis is not unusual in most experi-

mental research and can often be accounËed for very persuasively by,

fôr example, considering elements of conflictj-ng theories and explorÍng
prior research in the relevant areas. Horvever, neither of those
options was available for this study. AË present, the most logical
argument does appear to relate to the nature of the category

MSMT,

but that could rvell be the case partly because research in this whole
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area is still

ner¿

and comparatíve studíes are almost nonexistent.

rn an earlier study

(Hyman & shephard,

r9B0), ít was hypothesízed

that concepts associated with the target ruord personality would

be

sj gnificantly

two

different when the texts compared ruere drav¡n from

widely separated time periods whích historians sav/ as representÍng
different historical epochs. The data did not permit rejection of the
null hypothesÍs of no difference, and it

vTas

suggested that this coul-d

have related to the nature of the texts sampled. The texts

r^/ere

popular novel-s, and evidence was provided that pointed to the popu-

of the novels sampled for the firsr period i" þlh time periods.
It was suggested that the same hypothesis be explored in an analysis of
larity

texts sampled from novels of more ephemeral popularity in the first
time period.
Alternatively, reference to Appendix 2 in this paper points to
another study where the data díd not permit rejectíon of the null

hypothesis. rn this case it rüas argued that it could be attrÍbuted,
at least in part, to the doubtful stability
the current history of psychology texts.

of historical arguments in
speaking analogously, this

could be expressed as being akin to the r'lack of a crj-terion variablett

in tl-ris research. The paucity of studies in the area, it is felt,
argues strongly against facile attempts to account for failures

reject the null hypothesis.

Eo

Intelligence

The results obtaíned in stage 2 of this study provided some evÍdence that demonstrated the usefulness of the nethodology developecl.
tr,/o hypotheses supported by the data suggested that it could be used

successfully to provide empirical support for historical arguments.
The failure to confírm the hypothesís relating to

MSMT

has, however,

poínted to the care ¡vhÍch needs to be taken in the formulatÍon of
hypotheses derived from historÍcal

arguments. The results of both

Stage 1 and Stage 2 have índicated that Laffal's

instrument is quite

a sensítive one. Its use assists in the development of the semantic
field surrounding a nominated target word,

and.

in the isolaEion of

its conceptual characteristics.

A second study of Goddardrs and
Healyrs documents, using either tttestrtt ot "measurementrtt or both,

target words, would provide the details of their senanti-c fields

as

and

its characteristics; these may overlap considerably wÍth those derived.
for intelligence in this study.

The
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Chapter

5

Evaluation of the Procedure

Historiography in history of psychology
The major purpose of this study v/as to make a significant

contri-

bution to historiography in hj-storical considerations of psychology's
past. rt was argued in chapter 1 that hístorians of psychology
paid very líttle

attention to this subject--i.e.,

have

to the ways in rvhich

their hístories are wríËten--r^títh a consequent stagnation of historical
procedure. with the exceprion of Robínson (I976) and Macleod (L912),
psychologísË-historians have continued to v/rite the positÍvist

ratives of which Young (1966) vras so critical;

nar-

"the study of the history

of psychologyr" he naintained, "has suffered migirtiry from those
have taken it literally.

a scholarly traditj-on which is

who

based

primarily on textbooks has severe inherent limitations.'t
Psychologists r,¡ould not hesitaËe to agree wíth such statements;

wíthout the enormous body of empírical research they have been so careful to encourage and record, the discipline would not have been able to
develop so extensively.

Yet, unlike physÍcists, bíologists, and as-

tronomers, for example, few psychologi-sts have been able to move arday
from taking for granted didactic, expository histories of their dis-

c.ipline.

More, and with less excuse, the same criticism can be advanced

j-n relation to most psychologist-historians.

hrì:at they have generally

failed to do is regard t.he history of psychology as "a research d.is-
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cipline whose standards must be as high as those practised in the
laboratoryr' (Young, 1966). consequently, psychologists still

have an

image of psychology as a continuously progressÍng discipline;

that what-

ever research rvas conducted in a cerËain field duringr sây, the 1960rs,
must by definition be an advance on that conducted in the same area

forty years earlÍer.

Such may

very well be the case, but not ipso facto.

lulethodol-ogical sophistication appears to be increasing al1 the time,
and nerv research instruments are being developed constarrtly. But,
perhaps in the process, psychologists have tended to lose sight of the

fact that they are stitt

grapplíng with what Macleod (L972) has called

"the persistent problems of psychotogy." Robinson (Lg76) aclclressed this
j-ssue when he wrote of methodology as the metaphysic of psychology. By

placing emphasis on the methodology of a study, he argued, to the excl-usion of an equalty rigorous consideration of the issue being investi-

gated, psychologÍstshave sometimes alfowed themselves to be enraptured
by their procedure rather than challengecl by their questions. And, in
order to respond to that challenge, a more sophisticated understanding
of the fundamental problems on which these questions are based, and some
of the ways in which earlier attempts were made to deal with them, vrould
appear to be necessary.

For example, intelligence:

social histories of turn-of-the-century

America (e.g., wiebe, 1967), generally agree that a desire to establish

social order motívated much of social, political,
economic life

educational,

and

at that EÍme. The professionals (including, of course,
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psychologists) played a significant part Ín responding to expressions of
this anxiety.

social progressivists, for example, were eager to desígn

a

humane, somelhat paternal socÍal system to the carefully ordered benefit

of all citízens.

These humanitarian concerns are evident ín Healyts work;

the desire for order is clear in Goddardts. These, and doubtless

many

olher issues (Sarbit, 1980) appear to have influenced the ways in v¡hich
Healy and Goddard (as just two examples) designed theÍr studies, inter-

preted their results, and presented their findings.

Yet the matter

nov¡

is

beÍng dealt wíth from a sharply conflicting position (see opton, rgTg).

Early in the twentieth century, a major purpose in the d.evelopment

and

application of intelligence tests v/as to separate the less from the
averagely intelligent.

The process Ehat was Lhen and, until very recently,

praised as useful and necessary is now being criticized

as discriminatory.

IÈ has not been the purpose of this study to enter into this debate; it
cannot be denÍed, however, that its existence may be contributing signifí*

cantly to the ways in which questions about intelligence are

nov/ being

framed and empirically explored. The fundamental problern with which ques-

tions about intellígence have always been attempting Èo deal is that which
seeks to develop an understanding of the basis of cognition.

It can

be

argued Ëhat such attempts have always, and, in some r¡rays, been influenced

by concurrently existing socÍal pressures. Unless historians of psychology
begin to develop some procedures which will alloru them to examine such

matters' their discipline will conEinue to ígnore, with potentially danaging results,

some

of the ways in which their work has been shaped.
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By focussing on rvays in ruhich people expressed and conmunicated

ideas, it is possible to explore hÍstorical epísodes from both an internal (within the discipline) and an external (the social, polÍtica1,
economic, etc. context of a discipline) perspective. A consideration

of aspects of the language contaÍned in the professional documents of
psychologÍsts permits one to examine in some detail what psychologists
were saying. A procedure that permítted such an examination was developed in this study, and attempts \^Iere made Lo demonstrate its usefulness.
The results obtained in the studies desígned for this purpose were felt

to lay successful challenge to Young's argument that psychology's
rnethodological rigor can make no significant contribution to historíca1

lesearch (whi1e Young felt that hístory of psychology needecl to

become

a scholarly, demanding research díscipline, he tended to derogate the
application of empirícal procedures to historical research).

Alternatj-ve hÍstorícal procedures
Procedures traditionally

employed by historians have not been ac-

cessible to empirical verífication.

They have been detailed, careful,

and wefl-constructed, but until recently have not involved the applica-

tíon of systematic and replicable procedures to a body of data.

How-

ever' the use of principles of research design and quantitative methodologíes by historians has been given impetus by the development of

a

number of content analysís ínstruments and by evidence of their use-

fulness (carney, 1972: Holsri, L969; Gerbner et al., L969; Berelson

&
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Janowitz, L9673 de sola poo1, 1959). rn particurar, the use of quantitative methodologies when consid.ering historical questions (Mosteller
& I"la1lace, 1978) and word meanings

the

develoPmenË

(cliff,

L97B; Kruskal , rgTB) encourages

of procedures suitable to the conduct of historical research.

The procedure developed in this study did not dÍffer in principle

from those traditíona1ly used by historians.

The differences lay in the

to pursue the method of a) selection of sources, b) gatheríng
of impressions, and c) drawing of inferences, that historians-indeed
a1l researchers--emp1oy.
means used

selection of sources. LÍke most other discÍp1ines, psychorogy (at
least in America) has kept a very careful record of all its publications.
rt was therefore possible to develop a list of potentiarry rerevant
sources for this study (see chapter 3) which amounted, in effect,
to the
entire "population." simÍlarIy, it was possible to define objectively
the gror:nds for the selection of the sources (see Appendices 4 and 5).
subjective decision-making was therefore excluded almost entirely. By
employing a samplÍng procedure, it was possible to correct data
from
defined groups of these sources, such Èhat this first stage of the
procedure was replicable.

Gathering impressions/data. Laffalrs Contextual- Associates

Analysis appears to be the

mosL

.

sophisticated. and the most frequently

employed of all Ëhe content analysis insËruments currently
in use.

rnstead of gatherÍng information by employíng filtering

processes to

sort and organize ímpressions, the use of Laffalts instrument in this
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study made it possÍble to collect data einpirically.

The general question

"l{hatrnot necessary explÍ-cít, \,¡as contained in these documents?" could
therefore be ansrvered, i.e.,

this sample,

dra.ç,¡n

ín thís way from

population defined accordÍng to Ëhese restrictions,

a

contained these data

ín relatíon to the use of the rvord intelligence.
Drawing ínferences/conclusions derived from the data. By collectíng

data empirically, the use of the precedure developed in this study

Ít possible to conduct a number of statistical

made

analyses upon which

concl-usions rvere based. Thus each section of the procedure is replicable,

a quality to r,¿hich tradÍtional historical procedures cannot lay c1aim.
It is possible that

some

of Youngrs scepticism abouL the usefulness

(in principle) of empirical procedures Ín hístorical reserach could
relate to the restrictions necessaïy to the effective design

and. con-

duct of empirical reserach. At present, historians of psychology do not
have an extensive body of scholarly research upon which to base their

texts, particularly of empirical research in areas of inËerest to
psychologist-historÍans.

Since Young does feel that such studies are

desperately needed, his implied objection ot the "smallness" of empiri-

cally-based historical investigations is questionable. The necessary

precision and apparent restrictiveness involved nay conflict with the
broader sI{ieeP obtained when Ëraditional historical

procedures are used.,

but this precísion, it is fe1t, permits the d.evelopment of more precíse,
and defensible, historical

arguments.
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The development of historical

arguments

The results obtained ín Stage 1 of this study permítted a number of

statements to be made. Despite the fact that between 1900 and l9l0 the
enormously ínfluential- work of Bínet appeared, Amerícan psychologists
embedded

the rvord intelligence in their documents ín semantíc fields

which were largely the same both during the 1890's, and from 1910 to

I9L9.

Some

of the characteristics of the semantic fields did

change

sÍgnificantly during both these time periods, but by and large, the
parameters of the fields did not.

rn other words, there

\^/as

no signi-

ficant general pre- and post-Binet effect when the use of the word
intelligence v¡as investigated.

rt ruould be interesting, and possibly

revealing, to compare the lÍnguístic context of Binet's use of this
word in his translations wÍth that of AmerÍcan psychologists. could
any of the semantic field characteristics that did appear Lo be signi-

ficantly dÍfferent after 1910 when they were compared wÍth those

between

lB90 and 1899 have duplicated these characteristics in Binet's texts?

Yet Binet
assume

\^Ias

translated by Americans; it would not be unreasonable to

that any translated work could reflect, at least in part,

of the translatorrs linguistic

some

features. But in terms of línguistic

content which we have noted as being the focus of Laffalts instrument,

there

rnay

well have been detectable differences.

The fact that intelligence has always been used in common parlance

gives rise to another interesting question. During the periods explored
in this study, how was the word used in popular sources--novels,
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magazine arEicles, etc., not rvritten by psychologists? In another study

which corupared the use of some r+ords used both in

common

parlance and

as

psychological concepts (Hlanan & Shephard, 1980), the resul_ts obtained

indicated that both groups used the words in approximately the

same way.

I'lorvever, an examination of the raw data did suggest thaE there may have
been some dífferences in the critical

features of the semantic fields.

These differences appeared to relate to the number of linguístic

cate-

gories in Laffalrs instrument that each group used; there \¡/as some suggestÍon that popular sources used the target words under ínvestigation
more loosely, and that their appearance in professional documenfs was

surrounded by a smaller range of caÈegorízed concepts. This impression
appears intuitívely

to be J-ogÍcal; it would not be surprising to find

that when writing for professional communication, psychologists
these words more precisely.

used

An exploration of this question in rel-ation

to the word intelligence could prove interesting.
The results obtained ín relation to the semantic field characterís-

tics provided variables that r,¡ere found useful in Stage 2 of this study.
If one v¡ere interested in comparing theories dealing wíLh inte11ígence
that were operative in early American psychology, for example, the

use

of appropriate contextual categories to explore hypothesized simílarities
and differences could be effective.
ham (1968) suggested

that

spearman's

Tt will be remembered that Tuddeng factor theory was íncorporated

into considerations of Binetrs intelligence tests in early AmerÍcan
psychology. Was this incorporaÈion linguistically

consistent

between
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BÍnet,

speannan, and American

psychologists? Bínet strove constantly

to develop a testing procedure that would permit him to explore intelligence as a global, rather than a fragmented, concept. yet

spearman,

and almost irnmediaËely, Amerícan psychologists, !ùere eager to retain

their understandíng of j-ntelligence as beÍng
mental abilíties.

composed

of different

It would appeaï that the procedure developed in this

study could deal very successfully with attempts to rnap the details of

this presumed conflict,

and the ways in which psychologists may have

tried to resol-ve it.
rn stage 2 of the study,

some

of the variables derived. from stage

1 were used in order to subjecL an aspect of a historical
dealing with Healy and Goddard to empirical investÍgatíon.

argument

The results

obtained permitted statements to be made whÍch generally supported this
argument, thus establishing the usefulness of the procedure for such
research purposes.

It will be remembered that the arguments of psychologist-historians
have, up to novT' been developed on the basis of traditíonal historÍcal
research procedures, which conclude by drawing subjectively impressionístic

inferences. The results obtained in the study reported in AppendÍx 2 díd
not wholly support the historical arguments on which j-t was based; perhaps the iinpressionistic basis of these arguments could make it difficult,
aË times, to derive empirical support. rt is not felt,

however, that this

necessarÍly reduces the usefulness of the procedure developed in this
study; it i¡ou1d apPear that psychologist-historians may benefit from the
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application of theír disciplinets methodological rigor to questions
related to the history of their discípline.
The research conducted in this study is stíl1 Ín an exploratory

stage. It appears to have progressed satisfactorily
study

(Hyman and Shephard, 1980) which focussed on

of Laffalts ínstrument-general category prof Íles.
earlíer (see p.31),

beyong the initial

the use of one aspect
As was reported

analysis of t.he data collected in that study provided

results whÍch, in relation to three of the four hypotheses formulated,
rqere

not inconsistent with the hístorical arguments on which they

were

based.
One

of the advances in the use of Laffatfs ínstrument ín the present

study v¡as the systematíc focus on wíthin-category differences across the

time and target r¡ord variables.

This particular emphasís permitted the

reduct.ion of very broad, general sets of data ínto much more specific

and

narrowly defined conceptual groups. Such a reductÍon ín the complexity

of historical
the initial

data at thís exploratory stage is very useful, and provides

step to\,/ards an índucËive approach to the exploration of

histories of psychology-another quality which, in this area, has

been

sorely lacking.
Tn relation to the general category profiles in this study, no tíme

dÍfferences \^rere found, despite the 20 year difference between lB94 and
1915. This, it was felt,

did not argue convincingly against the use of

Laffa1-rs ínstrument in Èhe procedure developed. hrhen the general

profiles associated r'rith the target word personality, for example,

were
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compared berween 1851-1807 and 1894-1914

in rhe earlier srudy

(Hyuran

and Shephard, 1980), the predícted time difference was obtaÍned.. These,
and other associated results, established the ability

of Laffal's

instrument to ísolate temporal changes.
The present study selected for its ex'ploratory clemonstration an area

in the history of psychology which has never been Ínvestigated empÍrical1y, and about which only the most tentative expectations could be
advanced. I^lhile the 30 years between 1890 and 1920 saw enormous strides
ín the area of intelligence testing, Èhere is no convincing evidence that
these advances related signifícantly

to the ways in r¿hich the target

word

íntelligence was used. - Tuddenham (1968) has, in fact, suggested that
despíte all the new work, ideas, Ëest development, etc., there may well
have been considerable implicit

resistance in Ameríca to relinquishing

an establíshed understanding and use of the word. rn effect, he appeared

to argue, Arnerícan psychologists \,rere atÈempting less to acquire

a

greater understanding of the nature of intelligence, than to obtain the
means

of "measuring" thaË quality about which they had already firur_ly

pre-conceived ideas.

Surmnary

The purpose of this study was to develop and demonstrate the useful-

ness of an alternate research procedure that would permit historical

reconstructions in the discipline of scientÍfic psychology frorn data not
necessarily explicit gleaned from documents written by professional
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psychologists. stage 1 of the study rüas successful in isolating
variables relevant to an ínvestigation of the use of íntelligence in
early American psychology. rn stage 2, some of these variables
used in an exploration of their signifícance for a historical

Tt

r^¡as

were

argument.

concluded that the alternate procedure developed was useful

,

permíttíng the formulation, and testing, of hypotheses based on historícal arguments.

Appendix

1
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Comparison between ínsight and conventÍonal- wisdorn

psychology in England over two tíme periods

This paper reporLs one of a series of studies designed to explore
the usefulness of Laffal I s Contextual Associates Analysis in historícal
research. Laffal has conducted a number of studies over the last t\^/enly
years (e.g., Laffar" 1960, 196r, 1963, Lg76), bur wírh the exception of
two (Hartsough & Laffal, 1970; Laffal, 1960), all have focussed

on

changes in a patient's language during psychotherapy, or on general

characterisËics of language. None has called for the use of such variables frequently necessary to a historical
geographical or national restrictions,
group membership, etc.

bility

i^Ihen such

study as time boundaries,

social, professionai or economic

vari-ables are introduced, the desira-

of exploring questíons to which a different, research design,

and

a different exploratory purpose give rise, becomes evídent. Quite often,
these questions are si-milar to ones which Laffal has dealt with successfully in a non-l-listorical context.
Some

study

of these questions were inves¡igated in an earlier historical

(H1'rnan

& shephard, r9B0). rn an attempt to develop a methodology

r¿hich r'¡ould prove useful as an operational definition

of Zeitgeist,

Laffalts instrument \ùas applíed to daËa collected from popular
professional scientific

and

sources written in England during one of two

time periods--1851-l867 and 1894-r9r4. These time periods have been
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seen by many historians as being both definable and historically

im-

porrant (e.g., Alrick, 1973; Hynes,7968, rg72). The dara focussed

on

the contextual associates of four target words: personality, behavíour,
environment, and heredity.

The purpose of the study was to demonstrate

that where prediclions

on the basís of tradítional mythologies (i.e.,

made

those of historians) \4Iere supported by the data obtaÍned, the methodo-

logy delineaËing this operational definition could be considered useful.
One

of the professional scíentific bodies whose sources \.{ere ex-

plored was psychology, which was divided. Ínto two sub-groups--rnsight
and conventíonal l,lisdom. on the basís of argumenLs advanced by his-

torians, principally in rhis case, by Boring (1950, p. 744, 1955,
1963), iÈ had been predicted that \^rithin any one time period the category potency profiles associated with any one target word would be
sígni-ficantly different when Insight psychology $ias compared with

Con-

ventj-onal Wisdom psychology. A second prediction compared ¡he Conven-

tional

trnlisdom

psychology of each period, with the expectation of finding

a significant difference betrveen the two. In
were confirmed by statistical
However, ín a historical

eac.h case these

predictions

analysis of the data.
study, where comparÍsons between time

períods are frequently of interest, expectations of no difference

may

arise from the logic of the methodology. hhile there is no model- that
would permiË "proof" of the nu11 hypothesis, this condition of no dif-

ference could very well be compatible wiËh the historical arguments
advanced. An illustration of such a t'no differencert expectation was
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presented in the 1980 study, where a comparison r¡/as made between Insight
psychology durlng Time I and Conventional i^lisdom psychology during Time

2, in relatíon to the use of the word "environment." rn accord with
Boringrs arguments (1950, pp. 744-745), no difference in potency pro-

files betr¿een authors representative of the t\,/o groups vras predicted.
The results obtained rvere not inconsistent r,rith this expectation. They

also provided evidence that the general language changes occurring over
time did not obscure the conceptual sÍmilarities
sources written fifty

two

years apart.

The purpose of the present study

related to the

found in the

same body

T^ras

to explore another question

of data. Inlhíle the l98O study focussed only

on the conLextual associates (general) profiles of the Earget words,
another feature of Laffalts studies, the potency of individual categories,
has not been explored in historical

research. rn effect, while

Ëhe

general outline of the semantÍc field associated wíth a target word has
been found to be a useful historical

tool, the semantic feaÈures of

these fields have not been examíned. LaffaL (1961) has shov¿n, in

a

non-historical study r¿here he was hypothesizing change, that his instrument can isolaËe both general profile shifts and specific changes in

category potency. A logical- corollary rvould be that where a prediction

of no change in general profile is supported by the data, then similarly,
a prediction of no change in specific category potency could be
This corollary was explored in Ehe present study.

made.
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Considerations of the concept environment Ín history of psychology

texts have been directed primarily toruards some of its componentsr e.g.,
education, child-rearing, social class, and associated or comparatíve

ideas, è.8., evolution and heredity.

Many

history of psychology texts

have not índexed the word (Boring, 1950; wolman, 1968; Robinson, 1976),
and none has addressed directly

the subject of inrerest in this study

-- r,¡hat apPears to have been the nature of the conceptual understanding
of the term in English psychology during the latter half of the nineteenth century?
Rather casual inclusion of the word in hístory of psychology t.exts
appears in relation to tr,ro general areas: a) dÍscussions of the impact

on psychology of the Darwinian revolution, and, later, the nature/

nurture debate, and b) the development of comparative psychology.
Examination of Ëhese discussions led to the isolation of a number of
concePts apparently associated with the term environment; the history

of psychology texts \üere

augmenËed

by a number of sociological sources

(Nisbet, L969; Bock, 1963; Brisrol, l9t5).
Associated Concepts

Contextual Categori-es

development,

(LARG) VARY

Progress

FORW

growth

LARG VARY

change

VARY

adaptation

SIML

GO

VARY
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Associated Conceors

Contextual Categories

adj us tment

SII'tr

functÍonal behaviour

I,ùORK EVNT

functional habits

I^IORK EVERY

VARY

correspondence betrueen
Ínternal and ex-

ternal relations

SIML JOIN IN OUT
SII'fl, JOIN

No clearl-y formulated arguments about
variations in the conceptual

understandíng of the word envi-ronment
in nineteenth century English
psychol0gy \'üere uncovered. However,
there \{ere reasonably di-rect com_
ments in the texts referenced above
that suggested fairly crose as_
sociation of these words and phrases with
the concept environment.

I.,rhen

they were coded into Laffar-rs categories,
a total of eleven categories
appeared (for definitions, plus examples,
see Table l).
rt was therefore predicted that there would
be no difference in
category potency for these eleven conceptual
categories between the
-199i€¡! source published Ín 1855 and the conventional r^¡isdom source
published in 1899. rt r,¡as simirarry expected
that the general profiles

of each would be sÍgnifícantly correlated, inclicating
that all the llg
categories would have approximately the same
relative potency in the
distrj_butíon of frequencies (i.e., of potency
fígures).
sources. rrrorks which hindsight shows as havÍng
had a major impact
upon psychol0gy in England within twenty
years subsequenL to the period
during which they were published vrere seen
as being representative of
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Table 1, Appendix

1

Definitions of Categories l^lith

EVER

Exarnples

References to constancy, habituation and duration.

Included

are such ideas as: everlasting and continuous; rigidíty

and

hardness; custom and habit; the usual and the conventional;
consistency and stability;

preservation and permanence.

Examples: constant, keep, regular

EVNT

References, usually of a somewhat abstract and non-specific

nature, to events, behavior and circumstance. Included are
such ideas as: mien and beari-ng; happening and occurring;

state and situatÍon; being and doíng.
Examples: act, behaviour, sítuation

FORhl

References to front, forward and sequences. words of future

time are included wit.h the added scoring TrME, but future
tense of verbs is not categorÍzed as such. The kinds of ideas

included are: forward and toward; preceding and before;

series and lists.
Examples: advance, succeed, toward
GO

References to travel and movement. Movement is implicit
many words, buE G0
Ëhe

Ís scored only when it Ís prominent

in
j_n

meaning. l^lords relating to roads and directions are

Table 1, Appendi-x
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under PATH. The kinds of ideas included in

GO

are: travel-

ing and going; Byraling and dancing; sending and thror,ving.
Examples: move, send, take
References to being physically inside, to entering, and to

IN

being directed inr,¡ard" The preposition in is categorÍzed

IN only when Ëhere is clear allusion to beÍng physically in.
Examples: absorb, implant, ínternal
JOIN

References to coming together and uniting.

rncluded are such

ideas as: allegiance and ally; meetÍng and joining; touch
and contact.

Examples: betrueen, combine, interplay

I,ARG

References to largeness, increase in síze and distance, and

weightiness. Included are such ideas as: bígness and thictcness; excessive and overdone; bl0ssom and grow; add and extend.
.
OUT

Examples: bulk, extent, scope
References to being outside, to discharging and to emanatíon.

Included are such ideas as:

emitting and expelling; external

and outward; extraction and exti-rpation; erasing and eroding.

Examples: abstract, issue, without
SIML

References to similarity,

equality and suitability.

Included

are such ideas as: approximation and agreement; applicabílity
and appropriateness; repeating and retracing; sigl'Ì and symbol;

Table

1,

Appendix
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consistency and evenness.
Examples

VARY

: according, equal ,

s)¡rnmetry

References to alteration of form or position, deviation,

instability

and transience. rncluded are such ideas as:

modificaríon and evolution; plasticity

and flexibility;

oscillating and vÍbrating; avoiding and replacing; bending
and circling.

Examples: bias, exchange, various

I^IORK

References to work and to activities

requíring considerable

expenditure of energy. Included are such ideas as: construc-

tion and manufacture; hand Ëoor-s and jobs; effort and labor.
Examples: busy, effort,

task

Table 1. Definitions and examples taken from Laffal, l_g73, pp. 22-30,

pp. 29I-296.
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insight into issues ruhich came to be of concem. to scientífic psychology.
If these works

made

no impression when they rvere first

published, but

did so up to twenty years later, they can be seen as forerunners in the
díscipline.

These criteria

established the definition of insight

sources.

Both Boring (1950) and

Inlol-man

(1968) have suggested that Herberr

Spencer had a major influence on the development of psychology in

England during the last half of the nineteenth century. However, as
Spencer recorded in his Autobiography (1904), the sales record of his

Prínciples of Psychology (f855) was minimal, its reception ín scientific
circles

\¡/as

non-exÍstent, and the nature of its reviews

r,ras

hostile.

rt was not untíl the second edition was published in 1870 that his
evoluti-onary principles \¡rere accepted. Clearly, Principles of Psychology
made

no significant impact on psychology at íts time of publication, but

did so fifteen years l-ater.
fifty-three

spencer also appeared as one of the top

figures Ín an arricle by Annin et al. (1968) listing ím-

portant psychologists from 1600 to L967. principles of psychology

was

therefore selected as the insight source for the period 185r-1867.
\nlorks rvhich were considered

representative of conventional

wisdom

in psychology were those rvrj-tten by people holding both prominent

and

respected posítions in their díscipline, and ruhose works were cited

as sËandard texts at leading BrítÍsh universitíes duríng the time period.

Elitist

profiles ("elitist"

in the Lassrvell-ian sense of referríng Ëo an

elite group of promÍnent and important figures)

r^/ere

constructed for

IntellÍgence
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English psychologists who r,rere a focus of attention in Boring (1950),
Hearnshaw (L964), and Wolman (1968), and were functíoning as elite

figures during the period 1894-1914. Boring specified Stout and l^Iard as
the leading psychologísts in Britain during this period, and well
it.

Stout in particular he

sa\,J

as the effective corununícator, of

beyond
whose

Manual of Psychology (1899) he stated that "without a successful com-

petitor it determined for many years the pattern of Brítish systenaríc
psychology" (Boring, 1950, p. 464). Stoutts Manual of Psychology

was

selected as the conventional wisdom source.
content units.

Each of the two selected sources \,/as divided Ínto

six secti-ons, and the first
was isolated.

appearance of envÍronment ín each section

In accord with Laffal's most recent defínitíon of a target

word context (I979), tln/o IBM cardpunched lines of text immediately pre-

ceding the line containing the target word, and two immediately following

it, were recorded as the context within r¿hich each sample of the target
word rvas embedded. I^líth an average of 12 words per line, the body of

text analyzed for each source

\^/as

30 lines, or 360 words.

The data were analyzed by testíng for differences in proportion,
usj-ng z scores, for the potency figures acquired by each of the eleven
nominaËed categories

in relaËion to the coded texts of spencer

and

Stout. A Pearsonts product-momerit correlaÈÍon coefficient was calculated
when

the t!ùo general profiles rùere compared.

Intelligence
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Results and díscussion
A Pearsonrs r of .569 (significant at Lhe .01 1eve1, n=118)
obËained rvhen Ëhe t\^/o general profiles \^/ere correlated.

was

This confírmed

the prediction that each of the 118 categories would have approxímately
the

same

relative position in the distributíon of potency figures for

each author.

The results obtained in the earlier study (Hyman

&

Sheplrard, 1980), lvhere tlne L973 versíon oÍ Laf f.aLrs instrument had been

used, were thus verified.

Both Spencer and Stout appear to have shared

a similar conceptual understanding of the word environment.
0f the eleven z scores calculated in order to Ínvestigate for the
possibility

of differences in proportion in the. potency of the nominated

categories, eight z scores

\^rere

not signifj-cant.

These results \,/ere not

entirely inconsistent with the expectation that for both Spencer

and

Stout these eleven conceptual categories would have sÍmÍ1ar potency in
association with their use of the word environment (see Table 2).
0f the three categories which were significantly more potent ín
one authorrs text when compared to the otherts (FORW, EVNT and

EVER,

see Table 2), an investigation of the raw data revealed the dÍrectíon of

these differences.
FORI^/;

None

of the words in Spencer's text v¡ere coded into

the category proportion figure for stout was L.47. stout did not

use any r^¡ords which could be coded into EVER; the category proportíon

figure for spencer

\^/as 2.21

. (The phrase category proportion figure

refers Ëo the fÍgure representing the percentage of words codecl inEo
one category in a text.

This toÈal invariably differs somewhat betr,¡een

Inte11ígence
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Table 2, Appendix

Differences in ProporËion for

11

1

Categories in

Textual Analysis for Environment Ín Spencer & Stout

Categories

scores
.45

LARG

Table 2.

VARY

0

FORW

2.02*

GO

.51

SI},IL

.46

EVNT

2.Lgx

EVER

2.26*

I^IORK

1.01

JOIN

L.02

IN

1. 35

OUT

l.

01

z scores denoted * indicate significance aL Ëhe .05 level.
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authors, since not every word or phrase used Ís coded; for example, the
phrase "in Ehis case" ís not coded. Essentially, differences in the

total number of r,¡ords coded in a text relate to the frequency of

any

one authorts use of non-content phrases. There is some evidence to

indicate that rvriting styles in use prior to 1900 or so were more dÍscursive, particularly when one compares disciplinary texts written
before the establishment of a formal discipline with those that
written after.

r¿ere

)

Both Spencer and Stout used v¡ords which vrere coded into the cate-

gory EVNT; the proportíon figures were 6.61 for spencer, and 2.2r Lor

stout.

This category was the most potenE for spencer in the entire

distribution;

in other words, when using the word. environment,

spence.r

associated it closely wiEh references to aspects of behaviour. On the

other hand, Stout surrounded his references to environment with

words

coded into the category HAVE, which relates to ideas of or^rning, belong-

ing, maintaining and keepíng (Laffal, 1973, p. 24). rt is conceivable
that the significant proportion difference between Spencer and Stout in
relation to the category

EVNT may

be a reflection of Spencer's interest

in, and extensive consideration of, sociology and social behaviour.
There appears Eo be less indication in Stoutrs texts that he shared

this interest to the

same

extent.

Conclusion
DespiËe the fifty

years difference between daÈes of publication of
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the tv¡o Lexts sampled, the results suggested thaË, by and large, both
Stout and Spencer shared a similar conceptual understanding of Ehe word
environmenË. By using Ëhis instrunent, it was possible to confirm

empirically the theoretical argument advanced earlier, that insightful
ideas proposed by a psychologist in one period would be consonant with
those present in mainstream psychology ín a succeeding hisËorj-cal epoch.

In addition, specific characterists of the linguÍstíc context surrounding the use of a target word v¡ere isolated, and compared for their
degrees of relative potency in the texts of two authors sampled. of

the eleven categories (i.e.,

semantÍc field characteristics) which were

expected to figure with proportionally similar potency in each authorts

texts, the results obtained vrere not ínconsistent \"rith this expectation
Ín relation to eight of these categories.
Tracing Lhe development, movement, stability,

and modification of

ideas involves dealing with a particularly intangible area of invesÈiga-

tj-on. YeÈ, thís is one r¿hieh is both crucial to acquiring an understandíng of psychologyts pasË and only rarely considered to be accessÍble

to empirÍcal procedures. Evidence vras obtained in this study to suggest
that Laffalrs analysis of contextual associates can be found useful
historícal research-

j-n

Appendix
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Differences and Similarities Betv¡een Category profiles
in

One

Period: "Emotion" in England LB94-I9I4

This paper reports the second of three studi-es designed to explore
the use of LafÍaLrs Contextual Associates Analysis in historj-cal research.
As with the first

study reporÈed (see Appendix 1), thÍs one also expan-

ded on one of the questions explored empirically in an earlier sÈudy
(Hyrnan & Shephard,

frequency (i.e.,

f9B0). It had been hypothesized that the conceptual

category potency) profiles associated with Ëhe targeE

word environment relatíve to a source representative of insight psy-

chology, and to one representing conventional wisdom psychology during

the

same

time period, would be dífferent.

The hypothesÍs was supported

by the data obtaÍ.ned, and it was concluded that the evidence permitted
statements which vüere consonant r¿ith those based on the traditional methodo-

logies as the historical analysis of social historians,

and.

historians

of.psychology. The presenË study replicated the comparison of insíght
rvith conventional wisdom duríng one time period, with

some changes

in

the design details.
As was reported in Appendix 1, the lgBO study dealt only with

general frequency profiles.

Again, the focus of the present study was

on specific category profiles to allow features of the semantic field
surrounding a target word to be explored. rn a similar study dealing

with predicted category potency differences \{Íthin one time period
(Hartsough & Laffal,

L97o), one broadry defined group (scientists)

was

Intelligence
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broken dov¡n into two sub-groups: verbal imagists and vísual ímagists.

Predictions

\^7ere

advanced in relation Èo groups of verbal-imagery ae

opposed to visual-imagery categories in the writings of representaËive
members

of these groups, and Laffal-rs instrument r,/as found to be success-

ful in dj-scriminating between them.
A second change in the research design of the present study
rnade

in order to control for the possibility of differences

was

betvüeen tvzo

sources occurring because of individual differences al_one. \rlhen

he has

been comparing specifÍc category potencies, LatfaL has consislently

included rhis fearure (Laffal, 1960, 196I, :-979).

During the latter half of the nineteenth century, the discipline of
psychology in England was less aggressively concerned than that in
Ameríca wíth dívorcing itself

perhaps illustrated

from the confines of philosophy. This is

by the fact that the primary psychological texts

read by English students until the 1890ts \^/ere two books r¿ritten by Bain

ín the 1850rs:
and the I'Iill

The senses and the

rnËellect (rg55),

and The Emorions

(1859). Baín was deeply ínterested in a scÍenrific study

of mental 1Ífe, and this

r^ras

expressed primarily by his extensive

neurological examinations of the sense receptors. He r,ras not an experimental-ist, and hís consideraËion of such ttmentalistictt phenomena as the
emotions, r+hile influenced in later ediËions by Darwin (I(lein, Lg7o,

p. 793), stil1 held to its strongly associationist perspective. Bainrs
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discussions of emotion were descriptive rather than analytic,

and

atËempts to deal r^rith the causes and consequences of feeling states \,rere
couched either in organic or philosophical terms; by and large they were

not behavioural. Bainrs position as a conventional wisdom psychologist
in England rvas taken over by Stout at the turn of the century. Together
wiËh another eminent figure, LrIard, he occupied the mainstream of early
Lr¿entieth century psychology in Britain.

Both men rebel1ed againsË

associatÍonism, and both reformulated important ideas i.n psychology--

particularly in relation to cognition, development, and consciousness.
Both, while systematizers, v¡ere essentially philosophical in their approach, and neíther was part.icularly interested in new experimental
developments (Hearnshaw, L964, pp. f39-143).

0f primary interest in this study was the evidence that neÍther
figure advanced a dynamic psychology wíth a considered focus on rnotivation.

Titchener (1929, p. 244) called srout an acË psychologist,

Boring (1950, p. 693) said the

same

of

trn/ard,

and

but the phílosophical

direcËíon of both, and their tepíd interest in a dynamic, motivational
psychology led to 1itt1e modification of the organic, physiological

understanding of the emotions promoted by Bain.

lfethod

The tr¿o figures chosen as representative

in English

of conventional r^¡isdom

psychology duríng the period 7Bg4-IgI4 were selected. on the

basis of eliÈist profíles developed in the 1980 study. A signÍficant
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difference betrveen a conventional wisdom source and an insight source
ruritten and published during one period had been established in this
earlier study, and the logic of the methodology did not

demand

conventional \^risdom source to eliminate the possibility

of the difference

a control

being attributable to individual, rather than group, dífferences.
was felt

It

Lhat the present study needed to control for this possíbilíty,

and consequenÈly both Stout and l^iard were chosen as conventional

wj-sdom

rePresentatives. Stoutts Manual of Psychology (1899), and Ward's article
Psychology in the 1911 edítion of the Encyclopaedia Brittannica were

selected as sources.

In a test of opposing interpretations of features of Schreber's
AuLobiography, Laffar (1960) found that his instrument \^/as able

Ísolate both individual differences and similarities
texts.

t.o

i-n the interpretive

The resul-ts suggested that where sources appear to be phÍlo-

sophically and/or interpretively different, eví-dence of such differences
is likely to occur Ín

some

of the category potency figures.

similarly,

rvhere these differences r,¿ould not be expected, results of no difference

can be predicted.
No one ruould be 1ike1y to challenge Boring's statement that'the

principal source of dynamic psychology is, of course, Freud" (Boring,
1950, p. 693). There r^rere others

r^rho

preceded him--notably Spinoza,

Leibnitz, Herbart and Brentano. Their works, however, did not lead to
the development of a strong area of motívational psychology during the
early trventieth century. From a background in psychopathology rather
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than psychology, Freud, by dealing with psychological conflícts, drew

the topic of motivation into the mainstream of psychology, and thus
enlarged the conceptual understandíng of emotion. A fígure who

Hearnshar¿

(L964, p. l-64) felË "sowed the firsÈ psychoanalytic seeds ín rhis country

[England] in the lB90ts" \,/as Havelock Ellis.
overshadowed

by that of Freud, but Hearnshaw

His part $ras, of course,
sarv Ëhe two men

as comple-

mentary figures--not in the sense of equal stature, but in similarity

of

perspective. rf E1lis did, as Hearnshaw suggested, presage Freud, then
evidence of his inclusion of motivation as a significant aspect of
emotj-on could become evident in an investigation of the use of this word

Ín any of Ellis'

books (which had great dÍfficutty

England). Ellis

r¿as

beíng published in

selected as an insight figure for this study,

the source used was the 4th editíon of

Man and l^Ioman (1904)

and

. It vras predicted

that some of the category potency figures assocÍated with the use of
the word emotion in thÍs source would be different from those obtained
from both Stout and trlard.
Since the ward source rüas an arËíc1e rather than a text, the
sampling procedure atËempted to account for the possíble effect of
volume differences by isolaring relevant chapters in the two textual

sources used. six context samples

Ellis,

and six from Book rrr,

T¡rere

taken from chapter XrIr of

ch. TV of stout.

Both these chapters

dealt primarily with emotion, and the six samples Èaken from I^Jard's
arËÍcle occurred largely in the sectíon where he, Ëoo,
topíc of emotions. Laffal's

hras exami-ning the

(I979) most recent defínition of a rarger
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word context

It

rn¡as

a)

\'üas

adopted. Three 30-1ine, 36O-word texts rvere analyzeð,.

predicted that there

r,¿ould be

no significant differences in the potency of the categories
SOMA

LIVE (organic) ,

SOIíA IDEA

(physío1ogícal), and MOTV

(rnotivation) i-n the category profiles obtained from

tr^Iard

and Stout;
b)

signÍficant differences ín the category potency figures for
these same categories betrveen Ellis and stout, and between

Ellis and i,lard.
LaffaLts defínitions for these categories (1973) are presented below:
LIVE

References Eo livj-ng and abiding.

ideas as: existence and life;

Included are such

resicìing and inhabiting;

organism and animate (p. 25)
MOTV

References to motivatÍonal_ and feeling states, pred.ilec-

tions and responsibilities.
to:

The underlyÍng ideas relate

wishing and wanting; preferring and choosing; risks

and attempts; obligations and commitments; basÍ-c motiva-

tions such as hunger and thÍrst;
attitudes and sensirivities
SOMA

concern and attention;

(p. 26)

References to bodíly and vegetati-ve processes and internal
body parts.

Included are such ideas as: odor and smell;

ingesting and excreting; anatomical and physiological

(p.
IDEA

2e)

References to raEional pr:ocesses, thinking and knowledge.
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Included are: understanding and intelligence; memory
av/areness

; analyzíng and interpreting; symbolÍc represen-

tations such as maps and diagrams; doctrines and

(p.

2s)

and

i_deas

.

These four categories r¿ere selected because it was felt

that they

could capture the concepts associated r,¡ith a physiologi-cal, organic
perspective on considerations of emotion on the one hand
SOME

(SOMA

LrvE,

IDEA), and the inclusion of motivation and feeling states on the

other (MOTV). Histori-cal arguments advanced in a number of sources
suggested that such differences between Stout and l^lard (organic) and

Ellis (dynarnic) should be detectable in an analysis of their texts
dealing with emotion.
The data ruere analyzed by Lesting for differences ín proportion,

using z scores, for the potency figures acquired by each of the four

categories ín relation to the coded texts of Bain, inlard, and Ellis.
Results and díscussion

0f the tv¡elve z scores calculaËed, eight were significant at or
beyond the .05 level.

Fíve of rhese eight related to predicted dif-

ferences betrqeen Ellis and stout, or El1ís and Inlard. The remaining

three pointed to differences
cho'l

beËrveen

the two conventÍonal r¡isdom psy-

ogists Stout and Inlard, which rüere not consisËent with expectations

based on historical

arguments (see Table l_ for results).
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Table 1, Appendix

z

Scores

2

for Differences in Proportion for
& LIVE in Stout, Ellis

S

tout

E11is

L.25

llard

2 . B5't

Ellis

4.Lzx

Ward

.54

Ellis

2 "9L,r

Ward

4.69,\

E11is

3.54t,

tr^Iard

2"73*

MOTV, IDEA,

SOMA

& I^Iard Comparisons

El1is

Category
MOTV

L.64
IDEA

2.73r,

S0l'{A

2.04s,

LIVE

L.42

Table 1. z scores significanË at or beyond .05 level marked *.
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It

ruas

predícted LhaÈ significant differences in relatj-on to the

potency of the four categories would be found in all comparisons of

Stout and
\'Jere met.

tr^iard

with El1is (total of B). Five of these eight predictions

by the results.

0f the four comparísons of category potency

conducted betr'reen Stout and Ward, three were found to indicate signi-

ficant differences in proportion, results which did not support the
predictions advanced. ExamÍnation of the category proportional frequencies (i.e.'

potency figures) for each author provided some indica-

tion or the dÍrection of the differences between them (see Table 2);
the frequency scores v/ere transformed into percentages in order to take
account of the slight differences between each author of the number of
coded words found in each text.

Non-content \nrords (e.g., t'ir the case

of") are not coded by the instrument.
The category

MOTV

was sígníficantly more potenl ín trlard.ts text than

ín Stoutrs (g=2.85)1 there
of words coded into

r¡Ias

MOTV \À/as

no significant difference when E1list use

compared

rvith stout's or with tr^/ardts.

The

hístorical arguments advanced by Hearnsharv (L964) in particular do not
appear to be supported by these results.

The category rDEA was signí-

ficantly less potent in the analysis of Ellis'

text than in either

itlardrs or Stoutts, and the lack of significant dÍfference in proportion

for this category when l^lard \{as compared with Stout

r,Jas

not inconsistent

with the argumenËs. Yet for the other three ward/stout comparisons,
signifi-cant z scores, indicating differences in proportion, vJere obtained.
From Stout to Ellis

Èo Ward

there appeared to be a steady decline in the
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Table

2,

Appendíx

2

Percentage Scores for Categories MOTV, IDEA,
LIVE for Stout, Ellis &

Categories

Stout

i^iard

El1is

i^lard

MOTV

3.23

5.s7

9.09

IDEA

11.80

2.90

10.50

SOMA

10.79

4.46

L.45

LIVE

4.30

0

SOI'4A &

0.72

Table 2. Numbers of coded words (n) per author \üere: stour, 278;

E1lis, 269; I^iard, 275.
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use of words and phrases coded into the category

SOi"lA

(see Table 2),

of the three authors, only stout appeared to make use of ideas
could be coded into LrvE (see Tabl e 2) . The results provid.ed

and

¡¿hich

some

evidence to indicate that Ellis and l^iard shared more of the same undersËanding of emotion than did Stout and

trniard.

In order to explore this evidence more closely, tv/o sets of crosscorrelaEions, usíng Pearsonrs ProducË-Moment correlatíon co-efficient,
were conducted. The first

set (see Table 3) compared the relative po-

tency distribution of al1 1t8 categories. The logic of the research de-

sign led to Ëhe expectation that the overall potency distribution of the
1lB categories would be signíficantly correlated between irlard. and stout,
and not significantly

correlated between Stout and E1lis, or between Ellis

and l^Iard. It was expected, then, that the general conceptual understanding

of emotion would be sÍmilar in the texts wrítten by stout and trriard, but
that Ellistuse
to either

SËout

of the word euotion would noÈ, by and large, be similar
ts or l^Iard I s.
Table
S

tout

3

Ellis

trnlard

Stout
E11is

.59

I^Iard

.70

The results of this first

.65

set of cross-correlations indicated that

the overall conceptual understanding of emotion as demonstrated by

l^lard,
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Stout and El1is was símilar. Each of the three correlatÍons v/ere signi-

ficant

beyond

the .01 level

(n=118).

The second seL of cross-correlations focussed on the thirteen most

potent categorÍes for the three authors; that is, the categories most
frequently and therefore most closely associated with the use of emotÍon
by all three.

once again, the logic of the research design suggested

that the relative potency of Ëhese categories would be significantly
correlated only between Stout and Inlard (see Table 4).

Table

Stout
S

4

Ellis

I^Jard

tout

El1ís

.19

I^lard

.26

.6L

Table 4. I^lith n=13, r=.61 significant at .05 l_evel.
The

thirteen categories were SOluIA, LIVE,

IDEA, MOTV, EVNT, G0, MUCH, OppO,,

PANG,

SHRP, SIML, UP, VIEI^Í.

The results obtained in this set of cross-correlations were not

consÍstent rvith the expectations. The only significant r \,/as that de-

rived from the correlaÈion of strong potency categories
Ellis.

beLrveen l^Iard and

These results are, however, not inconsistent rvith the suggestion

obtained from the z scores Èhat Ellis and Inlard may have shared a

more
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sinilar understanding of emotion than l^lard and stout.

They do not

support the historical arguments found in Hearnshaw (Lg64), Boring
(1950) and Kleín (1970) .

It

r.vas

felt that thís study

evidence that casts some doubt on the credibility

may have provided

of these arguments.

In a comparative investigation of historical arguments abouÈ

some

aspects of Wundt (Blumenthal, L975), conflicting ideas and interprera-

Ëions in a number of historical

texts were ísolated.

Blumenthalts study

was theoretical rather than empirical, but he r¿as able to illust.rate

convincingly that rlo more than other hisÈorj-ans can historians of psychology lay claim to providÍng their readers with a "true" picture.

a critical

review of l^Iatsont" Th" Grurt p"y.hologi

rn

, young (1966)

stated that.
f do not belíeve that such a book [i.e., â standard general
treatment] can be successful in the present st.ate of our
knor+ledge. .
rt will be some time before the research
has been conducted r¿hich will make it feasible to attempt
a survey of the history of psychology, unless one is
prepared to continue indefinitely to accept works based on
a whol1y inadequate corpus of scholarship.
Probably Youngrs most damning connent in relation Ëo general history of
psychology texrs (up to Lg66) can be found in his casual labelling of

these books as "secondary sourcu".tt
The point Ís that v¡hether or not such stringent criticism is justi-

fíed, Ëhere do appear to be an enormous number of subjects within the
history of psychology whÍch would repay intensive study, and very few
which have been conducted. The results of this study have suggested

that attemPts Ëo establish the usefulness of an instrument in historical
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research can be handicapoed by weaknesses in the "theory" (i.e.,

historical arguments) upon which predicËj-ons relating to the use of the
instrument are based.
One problem encountered rvhen

this study was being designed

was

the selection of an Ínsight psychorogÍst ín England early in the
tiventieth century. rn the earrier study which incruded. a comparison
between an insight and a conventionar wisdom psychorogist (Hyman

&

shephard, 1980), the sereqtlen of the Ínsight figure (spencer) r,¡as
less
ambiguous. An insight figure ín British psychology at the Ëurn of the
century, horuever, is not crearly evident; Freud, for example, \^/as
German, and MacDougall

is dífficult

to classify in terms of nationality

rt is possible that some aspecÈs of the research ciesign vrere poorry
conceived, yet they were not inconsistent wíth arguments found in
history of psychology texts.
These

historícal arguments $rere found in texts by Boring (1g50),

and Hearnshav¡ (1964) .

Those advanced by Reisman (1966), however,

challenged Ëhe conclusions dravm by Boring and Hearnshaw. rf the
design of this study had. been based on Reisman's arguments, would

the

results obtaíned have offered them empiricar support, and thus laid
more serj-qus challenge to those of Boring and Hearnshaw? rf one
accepts
Youngrs biting "second.ary sources" indictment of history
of psychorogy

texts, the question becomes more purposeful and sharply focussed. rË
does point to an area ín the discíprine which highlights a debaËable
weakness in currently used historíes of psychology.
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Conceptual Stability

Surrounded By Change:

"Ether" in America

1885-1914

A thÍrd study r.ras conducted in an attempt to explore another
question to which historícal research gives rise.

trrlhere

a concept

Í_s

the focus of extensive debate within one discipline for a considerable
period of Ëime, can

some

of the broad parameters of that debate

be

ísolated by Laffalts Ínstrument, even when new information is speculatively advanced to enrich the ongoing discussions?
such a situation can be found in physics from about lBB5 to 1930
(swenson, 1970) in relation to the concept ether (or aether).

The

subject was given a certain national character and coherence ín America
when an important study was published

ín the American Journal of Science

around tuhich a good deal of the debate r^ras centered. (Michelson & Morley,

1BB7). Two questions about ether were advanced late in the nineteenth
centuryr before r¿hich time ether
subtle (i...,

-,^ras

generally assumed to exisË as

a

vísually undetectable) material substance occupying ap-

parenÈly empty sPace. Many physicísts remained convinced of iÈs exis-

tence' even after the famous Michelson and Morley experiment which obtaíned aegaËive results, pointing to Ëhe non-existence of ether.

rn

atLempts to rebutt the 1887 experiment, attempts which were entered inËo

\^rith enthusiasm by Michelson and Morley, the experimental focus

r¡as

directed more to\,Iards efforts to establish the nature of this med.ium.
so Ëhe two basic questions were (a) does the eËher exisË? and (b) of
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rvhat is Ít composed? Numerous arrs\^/ers to the second question were
advanced (see schaffner, 7912; Tonnelat, 1965), and Einstej_nrs special

theory of relativity,

published in 1905, conrributed significant

new

ídeas to the debate. However, those who refused to accept the theoretical
advances which argued against the existence of ether as a material sub-

stance continued to conducL research into the nature of its composition

well beyond 1920 (Srvenson, 7970). In his impressive paper consídering
the ether debate,

Swenson argued

convincingly that the traditional as-

sumption that the advent of relativity

replaced the theory of ether ín

physics is an example of received history.

Further, the pedagogícally

convenient belief that the MÍchelson and Morley experiment of 1BB7 was

the crucial test for the existence of ether is naive history,

he

maíntained, since only when it was replicated in experíments during the
1920'

s díd the experiment become regarded as crucial (swenson, Lg7o,

p. 69).
If

Sr^¡ensonts argumenË

is supported by evidence found in documents,

it should be possible to advance predictions about some of Ëhe characteri-stics of the semantic fields within ¡,¡hich the word ether was

embedded

in Ëhose documents. hhether Èhe ether was luminÍferous, electromagnetic,
or dielectric,

as sv¡enson suggested it became from tgg5 to 1905, it

was

nevertheless seen by some physicists as a material substance (l'fTRL).
The relaËivity

a vacuum

theorists who rejecEed Ëhe existence of ether spoke of

(VAPR LACK)

occupying empty space. rt was proposed that the

application of LaffaLts instrumenË to a sample of relevant

documents
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could provide some evidence in supporE of Swensonts argument.

Method
Trvo

time periods -- 1885-1889 and 1910-1914 -- rvere selected for

this study, and works by Arnerican physicists were used as the re]evant
sources. Six papers dealing with either an experimental or a theoret.ical
consideration of the ether debate r¿ere isolated for each time period,
and the following predíctions were advanced:

1.

\,/ords whích will
VAPR LACK

be coded into the categories

MTRL and

will be assocíated with the appearance of the

target word ether in the sources for both periods;
2.

no difference in the relative potency of these categories

will be found when the texts of the two periods are
The definitions

LACK

comparecl.

suppried by Laffal (1973) for rhese caregories are:

l^lords referring to lack or absence. rncluded are such

ideas as: void and emptiness; loss and want; expendi_

ture and waste (p. 25)
MrRt

References to basic materials oËher than fabrics,

to substances out of which other products are

VAPR

and

made.

Such maËerials as woods,

metals, chemicals, oils

plastics are included in

I"ITRL

and

(p. 26)

References to vapors, gases and mist.

rncluded are

such ideas as:

cloud and fog; aroma and odor; breath

and respiration

çp

"

29) .
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Six examples of the use of the target word ether were ísolate¿ for
each time period.
\.^Iord (1979) was

Once again

Laffalts most recent definition of a target

adopted. Thus, for each time period, the body of

ËexË

analyzed rvas 30 lÍnes, or 360 words. The data r¿ere analyzeð, by testing

for differences in proportion of the potency of the three categoríes
when comparing those appearing

in the f8B5-1889 texts with those ín the

texts published between 1910 and I9I4.
The prediction of no difference advanced introduces agaín the

problernatic nature of a no difference argument.

I^Ihen

statistics

based.

on a probability model are employed, it is legitimate to make an

abdolute statement when results are obtained which permít rejectíon of

the null hyporhesis within specified limits of probabÍlity.

rr is nor

possible, however, to advance a similarly definitÍve statement ín support
of the null hypoÈhesis when results obtained fail to provide grounds for
its rejection. While such a statement can be made, the probabilíty model
does not permit the assumpËion that failure to reject the null hypothesis

is the equivalent to'rproof" of Ehe existence of no difference.
aPpears to be one of the problems inherent to hístorical

This

research,

r+here

no difference predictions can be expected, and at tímes be logically

imperative, when atÈempts are being made to support a historical argument which suggests grounds for making such a predíction.

This, of course, Ì,¡as the case in the present study. rt rvas

fe1

t

that, if the results obtained did not permit the rejection of the null
hypothesis of no difference, it could be suggested that such results
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rüere not inconsistent r'rith the historical

arguments advanced.

Results and discussion
The Ëhree caËegories, LACK, MTRL and vApR, were utilÍzed in the

coding procedure of the words in the texts analyzed, thus indicating

that the use of the r+ord ether by the physicists sampled \¡ras associated
v¡ith these conceptual categories. None of the three z scores calculated
for differences Ín proportion rvas significant (see Table 1).

Table
Potency Fígures and

1:

Appendix
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z scores obtained for 3 categories Associated

I,Jith ether By American Physicists
Potency Figures

Categories

lBB5-1890

l9l0-19f4

LACK

z scores
.58

MTRL

4

.34

VAPR

11

.70

The results obtaíned were not inconsístent with the arguments
advanced by swenson (1970). while the use of ether by the wrirers
sampled rlras associated wiËh each of the three categories selected, the

analysis of the data for this study did not permít rejection of the
nu1l hypothesis.
The methodological importance of this study appeared to be twofold.
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Fírst, it demonstrated the usefulness of. LaffaLrs instrument
stability

when

over time is an issue of concern. The tvro periods selected

r{ere separated by twenty years, yet the results did not permit any
statement to be made abouË differences ín relatíon to the potency of

the three categories under examination. Ironícal1y, the debate around
the existence or non-existence of ether was based, in the first analysis,
on the lulichelson Morley experiment which failed to detect the differences

predícted. Neither they, nor many other physicíst.s, vrere willing to
accept the failure Lo reject the null hypothesis that theír resurts
demanded.

The second methodological íssue of interest in this stucly relatecl
Ëo the problem of no difference predíctíons j-n historical

research. It

was felt

that, where results obtained in a study following one procedure
could be shov¡n to be not inconsístent with arguments developed. on the

basis of another, such results would be acceptabre. rn particular, the
usefulness of the instrument used to obtaín the data-i.e.,
Laffal'swould be reinforced.
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